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Welcome to the November issue of Cycle Torque.
On the cover is Kawasaki’s open class sports-tourer, the Ninja 1000.
In 2017, the changes Kawasaki have made are significant; and almost all for the
better. Read the test to find out more…
Also ridden is Yamaha’s ready-to-work Kodiak 450 ATV. Not many vehicles can
do the work an ATV can; and while Yamaha’s outgoing mid-sized quad was one
of best out there, the Japanese manufacturer knew it had to improve things.
With the Kodiak 450, it did.
Phil James loves dual sport machines. So, which one is the best for you? His
answer might surprise you…
I caught up with the Japanese and Australian Grand Prix Moto3 wildcard Tom
Toparis, who has come from relative obscurity in less than two years of road
racing to showcase his talent on the world stage.
Ross Naylor from European Motorcycle Adventures looks at some of the best
rides in Europe.
It’s never too early to spread some Christmas cheer, or drop a few hints to the
better half for that matter. Our buyers’ guide provides lots of inspiration for the
littlest kids all the way up to the biggest ones.
Don’t forget to catch up with the latest opinion from myself, who takes aim
at the Victorian Government’s attempts at motorcycle culture, Flack reckons
motorcycles are the greatest educators and Smarty looks at 40 years of the
Australian Four-Day Enduro.
Remember, opinions are like arseholes…; if there’s something you agree with or
it gets you all fired up we’d love to here from you.
– Ryan Grubb
Editor
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New Speedmaster based on
Bonneville Bobber platform
Triumph has lifted
the lid on the new
Speedmaster, a T120
Bonneville variant
based upon the Bobber
platform.

MAXIMUM
STOPPING POWER

Triumph says with
the inclusion of the
Speedmaster, the range
of choice for riders has
never been better.

BRAKE LINES

The new Speedmaster
builds on the Triumph
classic/custom heritage
with the classic DNA
from the Bonneville
family and the Bobber’s
unique attitude.
Triumph says it’s now
more practical and
versatile than ever, a bar
which the Hinckley marque has plenty of room
to raise within the Bobber platform.
As fun as it is, the Bobber can be criticised for
being ostentatious: it isn’t practical or versatile,
although it was never meant to be…
So the new Speedmaster brings another
dimension – it’s a Bonneville Bobber variant
that’s more relaxed, seats two and has a few
spec upgrades where it’s needed.
There’s a twin disc front end which should make
a great improvement to the stopping power
of the Speedmaster; cartridge forks should
further improve the front end; the rear shock is
adjustable for preload and the 12-litre fuel tank
is larger, too.
Thankfully, nothing has been done with the
engine – the T120’s ‘Bobber tune’ remains and
will be a highlight of the new machine.
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FOR

BRAKE PADS BRAKE DISCS

Fruit on the Speedmaster includes a LED
headlight with daytime running light, ride-bywire throttle, two riding modes (Road and Rain),
ABS and switchable traction control, slip and
assist clutch and single-button cruise control for
improved ride-ability and long-distance comfort.
Theres some extras available too, like a
‘Highway’ kit for further touring capability; a
‘Maverick’ kit for a stripped back, mean attitude
– includes single-seat and raked-out bars; as
well as accessories for style, detailing, comfort,
touring, and premium Vance & Hines exhausts
(market specific).
Triumph also announced a Bobber Black variant,
which shares some of the upgrades from the
Speedmaster. n

JohnStamnas.com (07) 5447 7411
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Ducati to unveil five new
machines in November

WILL ROBBIE MADDISON
SINK OR SWIM?
Renowned stuntman Robbie Maddison
will ride his one-of-a-kind, water-going
motorcycle at Sydney’s Cockle Bay,
Darling Harbour as part of the 2017
Sydney Motorcycle Show, November
24-26.
“We will be creating a full-blown flat
track style layout on the water in Cockle
Bay with viewing for spectators from all
sides of Darling Harbour which will be
incredible,” Maddison said.
It will be the first time the public is invited
to watch him ride the bike.
The demonstrations will take place on
Cockle Bay, Darling Harbour at midday on
Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th November.
Spectators will also be able to view the
one-off bike and meet Maddison at the
Sydney Motorcycle Show on all three days
of the event.

Ducati has announced it will unveil
five new models at the Ducati World
Premiere, streamed live Saturday
November 4, at 7am AEDT.
The latest of which is a new Monster 821,
which is expected to join the Panigale V4,
1299 Panigale R Final Edition, Multistrada
Enduro Pro and a white XDiavel S.
The big changes for the Monster are mostly
cosmetic, with the tank and tail section
being redesigned.
It will also get a new exhaust and headlight
along with colour TFT instruments.
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The new 821 also signals a shift into a
developing era of technology: the Ducati
Multimedia System (Bluetooth connectivity)
and an up/down quickshifter are available
as accessory options.
Ducati is selling the updated 821 as the
25th anniversary of the original Monster
900.
The historic Ducati Yellow colour is back
and only available on the 821. n

Event Organiser Troy Bayliss said the
Sydney International Convention Centre
location provided the perfect opportunity to
introduce this aspect of the show.
“We are absolutely thrilled to be giving
motorcycle fans the first opportunity to
watch Robbie ride the waterbike.
“He has been pushing the limits for years,
his stunts such as the Corinth Canal jump,
Arc de Triomphe jump, and backflip over
the Tower Bridge in London have made him
a household name.

Showcasing the latest motorcycles,
scooters, ATV’S, side-by-sides and much
more the 2017 Sydney Motorcycle Show
will give visitors the opportunity to engage
with industry experts, test ride a range of
both adults and children’s motorcycles as
well as be entertained by a full program
of demonstrations, stunts, and special
features.
The Australian FMX legend who made
global headlines in 2015 when he rode
the waterbike on a wave near Teahupoo in
Tahiti said he was excited to be bringing the
waterbike to Sydney for the event.
The 2017 Sydney Motorcycle Show
presented by Shannons Insurance is
managed by Troy Bayliss Events on behalf
of the Federal Chamber of Automotive
Industries. n

“To see him riding the same waterbike
he rode in the big Tahiti waves is a rare
opportunity not to be missed. It may not be
done again,” Bayliss added.
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Is Kawasaki’s 1400GTR being
blown away?
Kawasaki has
recently released
a video titled
Supercharge Your
Journey, which
suggests its
venerable 1400GTR
could be a victim of
Euro4 emission laws.
Until now, Kawasaki’s
direction with
supercharged engines
has been all-but
entirely performance
based.
It’s all quite secretive until November
7, when Kawasaki will unveil a new
supercharged sports-tourer at EICMA.
The teaser reads, “While none of the
exhilarating forced induction performance
feeling is missing, this unique power feeling
is now joined by superior fuel economy and
an overall riding feeling directed towards
the sport touring market.”

sedate should create the fuel efficiency
Kawasaki claims, and it’s much better
than a turbocharger in a motorcycle sense
because there’s no lag.
No one wants to tour on a 200 horsepower
engine with the power band of a twostroke…
Kawasaki built the supercharged H2 engine
from the ground up a few years ago, and a
sports-tourer variant now seems like it was
part of the plan all-along.

We think that means a Ninja H2 tourer will
rise from the ashes of the 1400GTR - a
large-capacity engine capable of high revs,
unfortunately that means it’s not capable of
high fuel efficiency too.

The H2 Ninja engine has proved itself, as
longevity issues surround supercharged
engines, usually because the internals
can’t cope with the higher pressures and
temperatures.

A supercharged engine in this space
makes a lot of sense - rather than using
it to increase horsepower like the ballsto-the-wall H2, keeping output relatively

With an engine built to cope with these
tolerances, supercharging an engine isn’t a
problem. n
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Rea ‘cannot compute’ historic
WSBK threepeat

Jonathan Rea has created history at the
French Magny-Cours circuit, 29 September,
becoming the first rider to secure three
consecutive WorldSBK titles since the
production bike championship began in 1988.
“I have no words right now,” Rea said.
“I have sacrificed so much of my life, as have
my parents and everyone involved in helping me
get to this level.
“To win it, the championship, the first time, the
second time and then go three times in a row, I
cannot compute my feelings.”
“My thanks to every single member of the team
and everyone from Kawasaki back in Japan.
“Most of all I want my thank my wife and kids
who sacrifice so much.”
The thirty-year-old from Northern Ireland was
supreme from start to finish aboard his Ninja ZX10RR in France, crossing the line 16 seconds
ahead of second placed Marco Melandri (Aruba.
it Racing - Ducati), with Tom Sykes (Kawasaki
Racing Team) finishing third.
The Kawasaki king pulled away from pole
position and was clear of the pack early.
He kept the hammer down over the 21 lap
race in the wet-drying conditions to remain
unchallenged at the front.
His impressive performance delivered his 12th
victory of the 21 races to date – a better than 50
per cent win rate for 2017 - and his 50th win in
12 I NOVEMBER 2017 cycletorque.com.au

World SBK.
Rea’s stellar season is his most dominant to
date, with the Magny Cours win catapulting his
points haul to 456, securing an unassailable
lead with two rounds to go.
It is a year that kicked off with a double victory
at Phillip Island, one of his favourite circuits in
the world and a place of special significance in
the Rea files.
Calling Australia home, Rea is married to Phillip
Island’s Tatia Weston and spends the off-season
Down Under with his two half-Aussie sons, Jake
and Tyler.
Beginning his racing career in motocross, Rea
moved to the tarmac in the British domestic
series.
Making the step up onto the world stage in
2008 in WorldSSP, he quickly found his feet
and moved into the World Superbike class with
Honda – taking 15 victories overall.
Swapping to the Green Machine in 2015, Rea
quickly adapted to the Kawasaki, and secured
his first WorldSBK title.
He’s virtually been unstoppable since, taking
the 2016 title at the final round in Qatar, finishing
51 points ahead of team-mate Tom Sykes
(Kawasaki Racing Team).
Rea was also the first champion of this millennium
to secure back to back WSBK titles. n
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Josh Waters wins third Australian
Superbike Championship
Josh Waters (SUZUKI) has
won the 2017 Australian
Superbike Championship
(ASBK) during the final
round of the season at the
Phillip Island Grand Prix
Circuit, Victoria, October
6-8.
Waters said it was
“unbelievable” to win
another ASBK title, being the
first year with Team Suzuki
ECSTAR Australia and the new GSX-R1000R.
After qualifying third, Waters piloted the Suzuki to
victory in race one and took charge of the points
lead in the process.
His winning margin of almost four seconds enabled
him to stretch 13 points clear at the top of the
points table with just one race remaining on Sunday,
October 8.
That advantage saw Waters start race two in
‘championship mode’, understanding what it would
take to seal the crown in glorious afternoon sunshine
at the world-renown circuit.
“The aim was to win race one and then in race two
I knew what I had to do, but it wasn’t easy and I
had about a trillion things going through my head,”
Waters said
Josh settled into a rhythm after leading Lap 1 as the
12-lap duration ticked down, eventually crossing
the stripe in fifth position to cement the number one
plate.
It was a tough slog, “at one stage we were near 60
points down, so to turn that around and even be in
the position to challenge for the championship at
the last round was an achievement for everyone,” he
said.
“It just feels really good to win this title and it
played out the way we needed to, so thank you
to everybody who has supported us and all of the
team’s partners as well.”
Team Suzuki ECSTAR Australia owner, Dale Brede,
said the championship win is a testament to the
GSX-R1000R’s capabilities on-track, in what was
the first attempt as Suzuki Motorcycles Australia’s
official race team.
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“It’s just a
great result
considering we
weren’t even thinking about the championship at all
this year.”
“I think that’s actually helped us, because we have
just been focusing on developing the bike and next
year was always the goal in terms of the title.
“But in the back-end of this year Josh’s
performances have been unbelievable, Phil [Tainton]
has produced an amazing machine and Suzuki has
provided a fantastic platform for us to compete with.
“To come away with the championship was very
unexpected, but unbelievable and just unreal for
Team Suzuki ECSTAR Australia.

ALL WITH 5 YEAR WARRANTY

“They are a great team of people we have and I’m
really proud to be part of that also.
“Working with them is a real pleasure and everybody
at Suzuki has been great as well, so thank you to
everybody who has made this possible.”
Waters ultimately scored five race wins and two
overall victories throughout the course of the season
en route to a third-career crown.
Team Suzuki ECSTAR Australia was a late addition
to the series for this season, officially announced
during February’s world launch of the GSX-R1000R
at Phillip Island.
Suzuki Motorcycles Australia is celebrating the win
by providing GSX-R1000 ABS customers with a
Genuine Suzuki Bi-directional quickshifter and a
Yoshimura Alpha stainless slip-on trackday muffler
as part its Championship Bonus promotion.
The offer will be backdated to include all existing
GSX-R1000 ABS customers. n

SPYDER F3-S

$25,490

SCAN
FOR MORE
PRODUCT
INFORMATION

SPYDER F3-T

$27,990

PH: 02 4733 1733

283 Mulgoa Road Penrith 2750
sales@westernmotorcycles.com.au

www.westernmotorcycles.com.au

SPYDER RT LTD

$37,990
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Motorcycles
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FPK: The Aussie-made
Full Protection Kit
from Oggy Knobbs.
Oggy Knobbs Full Protection Kits consists of Front Axle, Fairing, and Rear Axle Knobbs

Motorex Australia supports SX
Motorex Australia has
spoken about the joy
of partnering with the
Australian Supercross
Championships for the
2017 season.
Aaron Marks, spokesperson
for Motorex Australia
said providing support to
the young superstars of
tomorrow provides the
company with “the most
satisfaction”.
“Many of whom are racing the 2017
Supercross Championship on all [brands of
motorcycles],” Marks said.
Motorex has a strategic partnership with KTM
worldwide, while the KTM (factory) Racing
Team, along with Raceline Pirelli KTM and
Davey Motorsports are all using Motorex
products during this year’s national supercross
season.
Marks said everyone at Motorex Australia is
“passionate” about motorcycling.
“The opportunity to connect with thousands
of supercross fans across the country [is]
exciting for us.”

• Individually designed for each and every model • The original crash protection brand •
• Highest quality materials • Positioned for maximum protection • No cutting required •
• Largest range on the planet • Made in Australia to suit local conditions •

Also from Oggy Knobbs: Fender Eliminators, Pickup Spools, Case
Savers, and Chain Adjustor Brackets to suit selected models.

Marks said partnering with the Australian
Supercross Championship allows Motorex
Australia representatives to directly interact
with the motorcycling community.
“Our Supercross signature cards were a big hit
with families, free stubby coolers kept [mums’
and dads’] drinks chilled all night, whilst

stickers and posters were an obvious hit with
the kids.
“We witnessed great numbers flow through
the gates this year and everyone we spoke to
had a ball.
“We’re certainly excited to continue our
relationship with the Australian Supercross
Championships into the future and we hope to
see more and more people joining us at these
events.”
The 2017 Australian Supercross
Championship has three rounds remaining:
Round 4 and 5 (AUS-X Open) at Qudos Bank
Arena, Sydney, November 11-12; while Round
6 is being held at Jimboomba, Logan City,
November 18.
Justin Brayton (Honda) currently leads the SX1
Championship to Dean Ferris (Yamaha) and
Todd Waters (Honda).
In SX2, Gavin Faith (Honda) leads Jackson
Richardson (Yamaha) and Wilson Todd
(Yamaha). n

Available from your favourite motorcycle accessories dealer.
Check www.kenma.com.au for an up-to-date list of model fitments
and more information about OGGY KNOBBS for your bike.
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Buy Pirelli, get Superbike tickets
Pirelli is giving away tickets to the Phillip
Island round of the Superbike World
Championship next February to people who
buy selected Diablo or Angel GT tyres.
There are limited numbers of tickets available,
and you need to purchase a pair of DIABLO
SUPERCORSA SP, DIABLO ROSSO CORSA,
DIABLO ROSSO III or ANGEL GT between
October 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017 and
register your purchase online. More information
from your Pirelli dealer or linkint.com.au n

We provide a one- stop shop for all your motorcycle,

We provide amule
onestop
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alla browse
your motorcycle,
and
ATV needs.
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Virtual
Used
Bikes
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service
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See our professional team of technicians for all your
of accessories and spare parts. We also have a loan
service
Wemobile.
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• 9 Buckingham
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• 237 Great Eastern
Highway
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08
p 9250 2522
parts. We also have a loan
bike service to keep you
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mobile.

2018 Suzuki RM-Z Ride Days
Suzuki is giving its motocross customers across the country the opportunity to
get behind the bars and sample the exhilarating 2018 RM-Z range at the RM-Z
Ride Days.

Running through November, the tour will visit leading tracks in NSW, Qld, SA, WA and
Vic.
Aimed at experienced motocross riders only (from ages 16 and over) the RM-Z Ride
Days offers customers the chance to bring their current bike along and compare back
to back against the new RM-Z250 and 450.
Technical insight and a briefing will be provided by Suzuki at each event.
Terms and conditions apply, visit suzukimotorcycles.com.au/ryi/rm-z to register

TWO LARGE STORE LOCATIONS
• 9 Buckingham Dr Wangara - p 08 9409 2330
• 237 Great Eastern Highway Midland - p 08 9250 2522

2018 RM-Z Ride Days Dates & Venues
November 15th – Maitland Motorcycle Club, NSW
November 16th – Moreton District Motocross Club, QLD

w w w. m a c k 1 . c o m . a u

November 21st – Gilman Motocross Track, SA
November 22nd – Wanneroo MX Club, WA
November 24th – Broadford Motorcycle Club, VIC
MRB 2253
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EDITORIAL

Killing culture

What would
Phil Island do?

It comes as no surprise that lots of seasoned
motorcyclists simply will not travel to Phillip Island
to watch the GP anymore, as Victorian police attack
motorcycle culture to put “motorcycle safety” at the
forefront of their minds every October.

This year, it was called Operation Motosafe, and it was
“focussed on reducing injuries and fatal collisions on our
roads,” according to a Victorian Police press release.
The operation is about making sure there is an increased
police presence throughout October, particularly either side
of the Grand Prix weekend.
Punters who rode to Phillip Island were told to expect random
breath testing sites and road blocks.
Police supposedly also used automatic number plate recognition
technology to detect any “unregistered and unroadworthy”
vehicles.
Eastern Region Road Policing Inspector Stewart Westfield said
even though motorcyclists are vulnerable road users it is up to
everyone on the roads to take care.
“There’s no doubt that with the warmer weather upon us and with
the Grand Prix coming up we do see an increase in the number
of riders coming through our area,” Inspector Westfield said.
“We all need to look after each other, no matter what mode of
transport you’re in, stay within the speed limit and take regular
breaks on long journeys.
Over the past five years during the month of October the eastern
region of Victoria has sadly seen 47 people killed on their roads.
Of these 47 lives, 21 per cent were riders.
To put the stats in perspective it equates to roughly two lives per
year.
So I did a little further digging. According to TAC statistics,
17 riders lost their lives in the state of Victoria in the month of
October, from 2012 to 2016.
I compared it with the overall state average over the same fiveyear period. Overall we’re looking at an average of 3.2 per month,
in October, it’s 3.4.
Police would have you think we’re burning effigies and and
committing self-sacrifice on our annual pilgrimage to The Island.
But it’s just not true.
I know it’s a not a nice comparison to make because we’re
talking about human life. But let’s get serious, we’re talking about
a period which equates to two lives over 10 years. That’s millions
of dollars and police resources not being used where it can really
make a difference. Spend the same time and money on a mobile
phone blitz and I reckon you’ll get a much better outcome.
If you think they’re out to get us, the proof is in the pudding. In
May last year, Victorian Police announced Operation Motus,
apparently designed to reduce an atypical rider death toll. Make
no mistake, all it did was turn police riders into rider safety
lecturers.
The focus of Motus was to target all motorcyclists in an attempt
20 I NOVEMBER 2017 cycletorque.com.au

to isolate a few people who ride motorcycles
illegally: unlicensed riders, or those riding outside
the conditions of their licence, speed, impairment
and unsafe/illegal behaviour.
But get this, Victorian police would also target those wearing
‘inappropriate’ protective clothing too.
At the time I questioned why we are getting a police response to
an increase in rider fatalities which is going to result in lectures
about your choice of riding gear and the way you ride – even if
both are within the law?
You or I are just as qualified to hand out the same lectures as
police.
To rub salt into the wounds the Victorian Government currently
has a motorcycle tourism strategy in place, because it sees
Victoria as the country’s top destination for motorcycle culture.
The former Victorian Minister for Tourism and Major Events,
Louise Asher said in the strategy report, “motorcycle tourism has
the potential to make an important contribution to the Victorian
economy, particularly in regional areas.”
“Victoria is well ‘on track’ to be the country’s top destination
for motorcycle culture, with Phillip Island hosting two of the top
global motor sport series, the Superbike World Championship
and the MotoGP, and with Melbourne the only Australian capital
city where you can park a motorcycle or scooter on the footpath
for free.”
As we know, there’s more to motorcycle culture than racing and
free parking.
The report does raise concerns to motorcycle safety, because
it assumes recreational riding in Victoria will increase, but the
safety section of the report has no clear plan in place other than
some lacklustre information on a few government websites.
If the long term goals of the strategy are to attract more
motorcycle riders to ride into Victoria for MotoGP and WSBK
from nearby states, the left hand needs to talk to the right
hand much better than it currently is. What they’re doing at the
moment doesn’t stand up to scrutiny.
At the end of the day, after seeing VicPol’s Motosafe press
release earlier in October, all I could think was how many
motorcyclists who might have gone to MotoGP or WSBK are
sitting at home, watching from the comfort of their lounge-room?
It happens every year.
It’s a big problem and it needs to get fixed. Until it does, Victoria
simply cannot be the country’s top destination for motorcycle
culture.
– Ryan Grubb

Slammed stance. Chopped fenders.
Totally blacked-out and stripped-down.
The Scout® Bobber is no frills, all attitude. The only place
we didn’t hold back: the barely tamed horsepower of a
1133cc V-Twin. From $18,995 ride away, this minimalist
motorcycle proves that less is definitely more.

www.indianmotorcycle.com.au
*Overseas model with optional accessories shown.

FLACK

The Coolest School
As my kids transition from high school to whatever
lies ahead of them, I ponder what has led me to
write this column almost 40 years after I left school.
When I reflect on my education, there were two
strands. The first was formal education from K-12,
followed by university. I learned quite a bit but have
retained less – sad but not uncommon. The second
strand is self-education, where passion intersects
with an insatiable interest in things we connect with
at a very deep level. I have learned so much about
motorcycling, and I’m still learning.
Prior to high school, I was besotted by car racing and
rugby league. I began reading my dad’s car magazines,
and the daily newspapers to get a handle on the latest
league happenings. My best mate’s dad had been a
country DJ, who also read the news. When I told him of
my desire to become a journalist he suggested that I rewrite the rugby league match reports in the newspapers
to get a feel of the craft. When minibikes burst onto the
scene in the early 1970s, that was it. Motorbikes became
my thing, and have been ever since. I devoured bike
mags by the dozen, fuelling my passion to become a
journalist. The mags opened my eyes to many things
other than good writing.
In addition to the free-wheeling vibe of ’70s journalism,
bike mags sparked my interest in sports photography.
I slowly built a small system of lenses, filters, film
speeds, and a homemade mono-pod around my dad’s
Pentax SV. I also liked the bike ads that appeared in
the magazines. I marvelled at the clever headlines and
creative copy that cut through the mire of propaganda
filling each issue.
Reading ’70s road tests and tech stories gave me an
insight into how to explain complex technologies in
everyday language. It was also a free lesson into the
design and of two-stroke and four-stroke engines, longtravel suspension, chassis geometry, tyre development,
lubricants, and brake design.
Not only did the road testers discuss the strengths
and weaknesses of each bike, they would outline the
rationale for new models; where they were positioned
in the market, who they were targeted at, and if they hit
the right balance between technology, styling, reliability,
comfort, performance and price. This was a free lesson
in marketing. As the Japanese manufacturers began
to dissect the market into more and more segments
– mini-cycles, motocross, trials, enduro and touring
machines – magazines would judge whether each model

SUPERBIKE INFO LINE:

1300 728 007
BOOK ONLINE:

WWW.WORLDSBK.COM.AU

TOP SPONSORS

TOP SPONSORS

fulfilled their market briefs. In addition to schooling me in
product development, the road tests underlined critical
thinking, objectivity, and considered opinion to provide
the reader with the best overall picture of whether a bike
was for them or not.

PROUDLY BROUGHT TO YOU BY

OFFICIAL SPONSORS & ADVERTISERS

FIM SUPERBIKE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
EVENT SPONSORS & PARTNERS

AUSTRALIAN ROUND / PHILLIP ISLAND 2018

23-25 FEBRUARY
PREMIUM 3 DAY
PRE-PURCHASE GA FROM

Riding a bike was and is the ultimate lesson into the
laws of physics. We learned these dry old theories in
a science lab, but getting a bike in and out of corners
is a real-time lecture into velocity, acceleration, mass,
momentum, deflection, gravity, friction, centrifugal force
and how the human brain must balance these variables
to keep a bike upright and flowing. I don’t care how
good a teacher is, nothing can better demonstrate the
laws of physics better than riding a motorcycle.

$120

 VIP hospitality with
1, 2 & 3 day options
 Ride to your favourite
viewing spot
 Powered campsites
 Bar SBK $260
* CONDITIONS APPLY

Whenever I went out to a race meeting, it became a
tutorial in promotion, organisation, scheduling and
sponsorship. We’ve all been to meetings where all four
elements have worked, and others where they missed
the mark. And reading about how Kel Carruthers
transformed up-and-coming dirt-tracker Kenny Roberts
into one of the most successful road racers in history, I
understood the power of mentoring.
Over the years, I have absorbed all of this stuff much
better than I did at school.
The incredible university of motorcycling has provided
me with the most wonderful of educations. I’m sure I’m
one of millions who have graduated with a Bachelor of
MC with a smile on their face. I’ve been in the workforce
for 35 years, and I worked in product development,
marketing, publishing, photo-journalism, public relations,
copy writing, event management and coaching. I
couldn’t have done it without my love of bikes. It’s been
the coolest school. If you haven’t yet enrolled, it’s never
too late.

NEW FOR

2018!

 FREE paddock access
for ALL 3 day tickets
 New and improved
Paddock Show

PHILLIP ISLAND

SUPERBIKE

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

– Darryl Flack

FEB 23 - 25, 2018
www.worldsbk.com.au
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DIRTY TORQUE

The A4DE Turns 40

Can you believe that next year marks the 40th
anniversary of the very first Australian Four
Day Enduro (A4DE)? The first event was held in
Cessnock over a sopping-wet Easter holiday
period and won by a Victorian rider, Norm Watts,
on a 250cc SWM. The A4DE comes from humble
beginnings, growing into one of Australia’s
premier off-road events and for 2018, the A4DE
is going back to where it all began.
The 1978 A4DE became a reality thanks to the late
John Hall after the very first Australian team was
sent to the 1977 International Six-Days Enduro
(ISDE) and returned from Czechoslovakia with a
100% DNF rate. “The first team from Australia
went to the six-day in Czechoslovakia and no one
finished,” Hall said of that first venture. “The guys
that went were the best off-road riders in Australia.
They had the ability and the talent, but they didn’t
have any experience. Also, there was talk that
Australia should run a six-day, but there was no
way we could without experienced people. So for
those two reasons, I decided we needed to have a
four-day.”
125 riders entered the inaugural A4DE with
torrential rain causing havoc for riders and
organisers alike. It was hailed a success despite
only 43 riders completing the event. In 1980 (the
A4DE’s third year), famous American racer Dick
Burleson came to Australia and won it.
Since then Geoff Ballard, John Hand, Brett Smith,
Pelle Grandquist, Mark Avard, Sven Jonsson, Frank
Bonfadini, Shane Watts, Stefan Merriman, Ben
Grabham, Glenn Kearney, Damien Smith, Juha
Salminen, David Night, Chris Hollis, Jarrod Bewley,
Toby Price, Daniel Milner and Methias Bellino have
taken outright victory in the annual A4DE.
Needless to say, over the last 39 years the A4DE
has been the breeding ground for Australia’s
leading enduro riders. In fact, Norm Watts’ son
Shane won the A4DE outright five years in a row
(1993 to 1997) before going on to win the 1997
World 125cc Enduro Championship, also winning
the 1998 ISDE in Traralgon. Shane again won the
A4DE in 1999 on a KTM125EXC.
Stefan Merriman and Toby Price are multiple A4DE
winners. Daniel Milner has won four consecutive
A4DEs (2012 to 2015). It took World Enduro
Champion Mathias Bellino to end that win streak in
2016. Disaster struck in 2017 with the Toowoomba
Motorcycle controversially cancelling the event. I’m
over the moon to see the A4DE return next year.
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Kawasaki.
The original and
only Jet Ski
And it’s great to see it return to where it all began,
Cessnock!
That’s right, with John’s son Malcolm Hall (an
ISDE Gold Medallist) at the helm, the Cessnock
Motorcycle Club with the assistance of the Dungog,
Oyster Bay and Central Coast Motorcycle Clubs,
will host the 2018 Yamaha A4DE, April 3-7, where
the Outright winner will awarded the ‘John Hall
Perpetual Trophy’ while the ‘Stefan Merriman
Award’ will be won by the highest placed rider who
is under 19 years of age as of January 1, 2018.
Adding some colour and personality to the event,
the 2018 A4DE will for the first time ever host a
Vintage Class for riders over 45 years of age on
machinery older than 1986 models. “Cessnock is
the birthplace of the A4DE and also the venue for
a very successful ISDE in 1992. Many riders fondly
remember these events and to boost the profile
of our 40th anniversary A4DE, we are catering for
those people - and more - by introducing a vintage
class,” explains Hall. “The A4DE brings with it
350 competitors, 1800 crew, family members,
officials, volunteers, media and industry personnel.
Cessnock City Council has estimated that the event
will bring over $2 million to the local area.”
At the time of writing the interest in the 2018
A4DE is without precedent for all of the classes
competing and not surprisingly the Vintage class’s
allocation of 50 riders is already over-subscribed.
Even ol’ Smarty has joined the ranks to have a
crack at my very first A4DE on a Calvin Brewsterfettled 1981 Suzuki PE175. To ride the same tracks
and trails behind some of the world’s best enduro
riders is going to be a once in a lifetime experience
but to do it with the likes of Geoff Ballard, Geoff
Udy, Deeds Raymond, Murray Tainton and the
rest of the vintage competitors is just too good an
opportunity to miss.

$1000

FACTORY

DEAL

T MODELS
ON THESE GREA

$500

FACTORY

DEAL

T MODELS
ON THESE GREA

Get set for summer with a GREAT FACTORY DEAL on a new Kawasaki JET SKI.
Since inventing the JET SKI name in 1973, Kawasaki has set the standard for personal watercraft. Remember ... if it’s not a Kawasaki, it’s not a JET SKI.
Find the Jet Ski of your dreams today at:

*Factory Deal applies to new Jet Ski Sales. Value varies with the model purchased. Available from participating Kawasaki Jet Ski dealerships. The Factory Deal value
is used as a reduction in the purchase price; no cash is passed on to the buyer. The Jet Ski must be collected from the dealership before the end of the promotion.
3 year warranty to be completed at the dealership during the warranty registration at the time of purchase. The 3 year warranty is an extended Kawasaki Factory
Warranty. Standard Factory Jet Ski warranty is 12 months. Offer valid from 1/10/17. For the end date and further information go to www.kawasaki.com.au.

www.kawasaki.com.au

See you there!
– Darren Smart
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2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000

Long distance Ninja
Would you like panniers or
knee scrapers with that?
N TEST BY NIGEL PATERSON PHOTOS RYAN GRUBB
N NIGEL WEARS KABUTO HELMET, SPIDI JACKET,
DRAGGIN JEANS AND MOTODRY BOOTS.

I can’t believe it’s been six years since I first tested the Ninja
1000, Kawasaki’s super-capable and super-versatile bigbore road bike. A sports-tourer, the Ninja really can cut it in
commuting, having fun in the twisties and on the long-haul,
especially with the optional panniers.
And in 2017, the changes Kawasaki has made for this third
version of the model are almost all for the better.

The updates

Bodywork, style, convenience and electronics are where
the changes have been made, to make the Ninja 1000 more
comfortable, safer and better-looking.
The bodywork offers increased protection and sharper looks.
The style is more like the ZX-10R and supercharged H2, but the
fairing is actually wider and both the rider and pillion seats have
been reshaped for improved comfort.
The new LED headlights look fantastic and the indicators are
built into the fairing, cleaning up the lines.
Another improvement to the style is the clean-mount pannier
system, making the optional panniers even easier to fit while
improving the style of the machine when they aren’t fitted.
Most of the engine changes have been in the electronics, which
I’ll be going into detail on, but the big hardware change is the
slip & assist clutch, which makes it ultra-light to use while being
almost impossible to induce compression lock-up if you bounce
down too many cogs on corner entry.
Continued >
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2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000

Throw a leg over the re-shaped, slightly lower seat,
reach out to the forward-set ’bars. Go on, you know
you want to. This bike makes a lot of sense.
Admit it - supersport bikes are for racetracks, and as
much as you want one, you know they don’t make
sense. And touring bikes, they are pigs in the city, in
the heat… but you want to go fast and you want to
go long. You want to go Ninja.
This is a bike designed to be ridden decent
distances, day-in, day-out. Not so much the 1000km
days the GTR1400 is happy to do, but I’d be more
than happy to put in a number of 5-600km days
in a row, which really equates to starting early and
finishing late, but taking reasonable breaks during
the day, which is a great way to tour on a road bike
in Australia.
The riding position, seat comfort and weather
protection are all a good compromise between
sports ability and touring comfort. You can hang
off and get your knee out, but you can also lift the
screen and tuck in when the weather’s less than
perfect. You won’t feel smashed from the riding
position and suspension stiffness at the end of a
day. You won’t feel like you’re riding a whale on a
winding road, either. The new fairing - wider, more
roomy than before - encourages all-day riding.
For 2017 the suspension has gained a new linkage
and settings, but it’s been a while since I rode the
older model and I didn’t really notice the changes.
Indeed, the natural home of the Ninja 1000 is the
winding country road. If the ZX-10R is best on a
track, the GTR1000 on the open highway, the Versys
1000 on the rougher stuff, the Ninja really suits the
fast country tour. It also happens to make a great
big-bore commuter, and you’ll enjoy a ride day, too.

Form & Function

To call a bike a sports-tourer is to imply compromise
- you can’t have the aggressive riding position,
stiff suspension, peaky motor of a sportsbike in a
machine designed to be ridden day-in, day-out with
a passenger and a load. Conversely, touring bikes
don’t respond well to being stuffed into corners and
fired out and will probably scrape their guts out if
you try.
Think of it like that and the Ninja 1000 starts to
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look pretty special. It’s style is very much Kawasaki
sports, they haven’t called it a Ninja without
justification. Sure, the handlebars are a bit high, but
with the screen in the lowest of its three positions
and no luggage fitted, the Ninja looks aggressive and
ready for a racetrack. Well, at least until you park a
ZX-10R next to it…
Then again, bring up the screen and fit some
panniers and the Ninja looks ready for the long
haul… at least until you park a GTR next to it…

On the road

I’m tall (185cm) and would chase up a taller double
bubble screen to take a little extra wind off my chest
in touring mode.

The electronics

The updated electronics are the headline act for the
2017 Ninja 1000. They bring the bike up to spec with
the ZX-10R in most respects, the addition of a IMU
(inertial measurement unit) being the most important
part.
Continued >
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2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000

SPECIFICATIONS:
2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000 ABS
ENGINE: Liquid-cooled in-line four-cylinder
CAPACITY: 1,043cc
TRANSMISSION: Six-speed
DRIVE TYPE: Chain drive
FUEL CAPACITY: 17L
FRAME TYPE: Twin spar
SEAT HEIGHT: 820mm
WEIGHT: 231kg Wet
FRONT SUSPENSION: 41 mm inverted fork
with stepless compression and rebound
damping, preload adjustable
REAR SUSPENSION: Horizontal Backlink, gas-charged, with stepless rebound
damping and remote spring preload
adjuster
BRAKES: F: 2x 300mm semi-floating discs
with radial mounted four piston monobloc
calipers, ABS. R: 250mm petal disc with
single piston caliper, ABS
TYRES: 120/70 ZR-17, 190/50 ZR-17
PRICE: from $16,290 plus on-roads
CALL FOR A QUOTE

1800 24 34 64

An IMU means the bike now has cornering power management and ABS,
titled KCMF (Kawasaki Cornering Management Function).
I’m going to quote the press release: “KCMF monitors engine and
chassis parameters throughout the corner – from entry, through the apex,
to corner exit – modulating brake force and engine power to facilitate
smooth transition from acceleration to braking and back again, and to
assist riders in tracing their intended line through the corner.”
That sounds an awful lot like Big Brother is going to ride the bike for you
– but it sits there in the background and only kicks in when required… if it
functioned while I had the bike on test, I didn’t know it.

WATCH
VIDEO NOW

As a bike tester it’s relatively easy to ride in a way which activates ABS
(mash the lever), but getting cornering ABS to function basically requires
you to screw up badly and then rely on the technology to save you there’s a more than excellent chance I’d end up on my ear if I tried to test
out cornering ABS and discovered it didn’t work as advertised - and I
didn’t feel like writing this from a hospital bed.
The day a manufacturer will invite us to a launch where they have a rig set
up for journalists to test technology like this without risking a big crash, I’ll
be there having a go, but until then…

Continued >
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2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000

For touring

What I do know is I had lots of confidence diving
hard into corners on the brakes and driving out
early. I’ve been riding these technological marvels
for years and I’ve experienced how much better
they get with each generation. The traction control
has numerous settings, including off, which you’ll
need for wheelies, beyond that, on public roads, I
struggled to find much difference between them. On
the track that might be different.
The instruments have been updated too and were
excellent. Most of the technology can be easily
accessed form the handlebars
Another electronic update is the adoption of LED
headlights and the front indicators are integrated into
the bodywork.
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The fancy clutch

Kawasaki has been extending its Assist & Slipper
Clutch to more and more models, and the Ninja
1000 is one of them. The design is ingenious: two
cams function to essentially reduce the load on the
lever in normal use (that’s the Assist part); and when
under back-torque load the clutch can slip - so if you
downshift into turns and dump the lever out the rear
tyre is far less likely to lock up.
This is another improvement in the bike for 2017,
the new clutch being delightful to use. The slipper
function isn’t likely to find a lot of use on a bike such
as the Ninja 1000, but if you ever need it, it’s there and could be a crash saver.

Kawasaki’s new Clean Mount pannier mounting
system means the optional boxes are easier to
use and keep the appearance of the bike cleaner,
and importantly don’t interfere with the passenger
grab rails like the boxes did on earlier models.
Unfortunately the test bike didn’t come with the
panniers, so we didn’t get to test them directly, but
being colour matched and key-coded to the ignition
key is enough for me to put down the dollars if I were
buying a Ninja.
Oddly, the press material describes the 19 litre tank
as ‘large volume’. No it’s not – lots of sportsbikes
have fuel capacities similar or greater than 19L…
and it should be larger. I would have liked it to be
around 24 litres, but 19 will put off some who are
looking for a tourer. At least the tank is steel, so you
can use a magnetic tankbag.
The riding position would make dirt roads something
not to be feared, but really, if you’re doing that, the
Versys 1000 might be a better choice.

The lack of cruise control is disappointing, as are
the lack of heated grips - the latter is pretty easy
to fix, the former difficult if not impossible - yet it’s
only a few lines of code in the engine management
software, so borderline an inexcusable omission in
2017.

As a sportsbike

ZX-10R buyers will look at the Ninja 1000 and think
“nice face, shame about the arse”. As a sportsbike,
the Ninja is heavy, but that comes with protective
fairings, passenger comforts, luggage capacity, a
steel tank and an affordable price.
Still, the engine is willing, the suspension pretty
good (and highly adjustable) and there’s even more
cornering clearance than I expected, but I didn’t get
to ride it on a track.
Really, I don’t think I’d be really any slower riding
a Ninja 1000 up a winding road than I would be on
a ZX-10R, so if going to track days is a secondary
consideration, the sporting abilities of the Ninja 1000
are probably more than you need.
Continued >
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2017 KAWASAKI NINJA 1000

Conclusion

If you’re after one machine that’ll do lots,
the Ninja 1000 might be your winner. It truly
is comfortable and capable at every type of
road riding - commuting, touring, blasting.
It’ll do it solo, it’ll do it two-up, it’ll do it
anywhere and everywhere.
It’s at the extremes the compromises
start to show up - no cruise control
touring, heavy for a sportsbike, costly for
a commuter. You get that. The dream of
a bike which can do everything perfectly
is a fantasy, it’s why we have specialist
machines – and Kawasaki has more than
most.
The ZX10R and GTR1400 (which, as we
go to press, looks like being replaced with
a new supercharged machine) represent
the extremes of sports and touring from
Kawasaki’s perspective. The Versys 1000
leans more towards touring, being the pick
of the bunch if unsealed roads are on your
itinerary.
But if you rarely have dirt under your tyres
the Ninja 1000 is the machine which can do
it all, do it well, and do it very affordably. It
truly is a great bike. n
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CYCLE TORQUE QUAD LAUNCH

2018 YAMAHA KODIAK 450

Built to
work
N TEST BY CHRIS PICKETT, PHOTOS DREW CHISLETT

Mid-sized quads are the
mainstay of ATV farm use, and
the 2018 Kodiak 450 is perfect
for the role.
Continued >
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2018 YAMAHA KODIAK 450

Yamaha’s slogan for its 2018 ATV range is
‘Work Hard, Ride Easy’. The Kodiak 450 is a
great example of this, with changes for the
model aimed squarely at improving usability and
stability.
The vast majority of ATVs in Australia are used by
farmers, and there are lots of benefits over typical
work-style vehicles, like 4WDs and even side-byside vehicles.
This has been the case for eons, and Yamaha’s
products have been popular purchases by men and
women that work the land. Competitive pricing,
‘Yamaha reliability’ and good dealer back-up are the
obvious reasons why.
Not many vehicles can do the work an ATV can and
while the outgoing mid-sized Yamaha quad was one
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of best out there, Yamaha knew it had to improve
things.
With the larger Kodiak 750 not suited to every farm,
and all types of terrain, the mid-sized 2018 Kodiak
450 was designed specifically to provide a better
work platform for the farmer, to be easier to use, less
fatiguing, more stable, and therefore safer.

New and Improved
The 421cc liquid-cooled engine comes straight over
from the Grizzly 450 (the ATV the Kodiak replaces).
It gains fuel-injection and rubber-mounting. There’s
no power or torque figures quoted by Yamaha so
realistically the improvements will be down to better
fuelling (regardless of the height above sea level),
and reduced vibration.

Ergonomics are more suited to the ‘larger’ rider now.
Higher handlebars and wider foot-wells give loads
of room, and Yamaha has even increased the thumb
throttle to reduce thumb fatigue. No RSI claims in
the future then…
Going from 2WD to 4WD is dead easy, and can be
done on the fly. Combined with the high and low
range, the 4WD system will allow the Kodiak to go
just about anywhere. It’s also got wider A-arms
than the Grizzly model it replaces. Overall it’s some
80mm wider in its footprint. Handy in the rough stuff.
Other improvements are heavier weights in the CVT
Ultramatic transmission, and better transmission
cooling.

And finally in the pursuit of increased usability,
Yamaha has tweaked the Electronic Power Steering
system (EPS), and the new mapping adjusts the
steering resistance to suit the speed and conditions.
Storage and servicing hasn’t been overlooked either,
with handy underseat storage, tool-free access to
the air filter, and a massive undertray skid plate that
doesn’t need to be removed for servicing. Everything
you need to get to can be done through existing
access points.
Suspension has been improved too. The Kodiak is
equipped with nitrogen-charged and oil-damped
shocks, and are preload adjustable. This has allowed
the fitting of stronger four-ply tyres.
Continued >
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2018 YAMAHA KODIAK 450

SPECIFICATIONS:
2018 YAMAHA KODIAK 450 EPS
brought along Greenpro, a Queensland-based
farming machinery supplier. There were mini
spraying trailers, seeders, and even a solar powered
irrigator. Depending on the size of the farm, this
Kodiak and machinery set up could possibly replace
a tractor.
A Warn winch is a factory accessory, and the
Kodiak is already pre-wired to take it. In fact there’s
a huge number of accessories available, including
a windscreen, heated grips and seat, gun carrier
cargo boxes or soft luggage and even an Esky
carrier.
One handy accessory that should be on your
shopping list is the fender extenders. While the
standard guards take care of most of the mud and
slush, the extenders make a worthwhile difference.

Verdict

Home on the range
With ATV safety being pushed in a big way it was
fitting that before riding the new Kodiak we were
introduced to a training session run by the Yamaha
ATV/SSV Safety Institute (YASSI). The training
course is quite comprehensive, and our course was
a 20 minute loop which involved a wide variety of
‘challenges’. It’s good to see a manufacturer get
right behind the safety aspect of ATV use, and even
took part in an ATV industry initiative of getting Shark
Helmets to design an ATV-specific helmet which
can be purchased from good bike shops, not just
Yamaha dealers. It’s worthy noting the ATV helmet is
legal for road use on any motorcycle. According the
FCAI, most major injuries while riding ATVs could be
avoided by the wearing of helmets.
Straight up I noticed the roomier ergonomics and
higher handlebars. Shifting gears is easier also, with
the gate fitted higher up on the left front guard than
before, so no more banged left knee for taller riders.
With wide foot-wells and wider guards the Kodiak
definitely feels bigger than the outgoing Grizzly 450.
The other improvement quickly noticed was the EPS.

At low speeds the steering felt great, and at higher
speeds the steering firmed up nicely, even over
rough ground.

CAPACITY: 421cc
TRANSMISSION: Ultramatic CVT
DRIVE TYPE: Shaft
FUEL CAPACITY: 14L
FRAME TYPE: Multi-section steel
WEIGHT: 295kg Wet
FRONT SUSPENSION: Independent double
wishbone, 171mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION: Independent double
wishbone, 189mm travel
BRAKES: F: Dual hydraulic discs.
R: Multi-disc sealed ‘wet’ brake
TYRES: Cheng Shin AT25
PRICE: $11,299
($10,299 for non-EPS model)

Our 20 minute test loop gave us a great chance
to test the Kodiak 450 over a gamut of surfaces.
Power-wise the 421cc engine is strong enough for
its intended role, even when towing, and if maxxed
out it will easily crack 70km/h plus. At top whack the
EPS does well to control it all, and the wider track
feels very stable at high speeds too.
Faulting the CVT transmission is hard to do, and
even down very steep hills, the engine braking is
impressive, and so are the brakes. There are dual
discs up front, and a wet fully enclosed rear disc set
up, which is virtually maintenance free and will last
for years.

WATCH
VIDEO NOW

In 2WD the Kodiak will go most places and in 4WD
will go virtually anywhere, within reason of course.
And with the 600kg towing limit and front and rear
racks which can take a combined 120 kg, it’s a great
tool in the work environment.
To showcase the abilities of the Kodiak, Yamaha

Continued >
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Priced at $11,299 ($10,299 for non-EPS model)
the Kodiak 450 is great value. It’s hard to imagine
needing more power or capabilities than it offers.
I guess there’s always the 700 Kodiak if you need
more. n

ENGINE: Liquid-cooled four-stroke
single-cylinder

Continued >
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BIGGER ISN’T ALWAYS BETTER

We live in an unpredictable world. However,
some things are entirely predictable. For
instance, when motorcyclists congregate,
sooner or later the conversation will turn to...
‘what’s the best bike?’ It’s one of our favourite
group activities.
These days, ‘best bike’ depends on the question,
best for which category? Motorcyclists can’t agree
on much, but we can agree the perfect bike isn’t on
the market yet. It would be nice to own one bike for
commuting, touring, dirt roads and observed trials,
but, it’s not happening any time soon.
The category that comes closest is ‘dual sport’.
The sales pitch simple: ‘any road, any distance’. It’s
pretty right too. If you want to do serious kilometres
in a country with a lot of dirt road, this is the
category for you. Problem is there’s a multitude of
choices which range from ‘wallet friendly’ to ‘wallet
frightening’ and performance ranging from ‘basic’
to ‘ballistic’.
Now, I don’t believe there is a ‘best bike’ in this
category, but I do believe there is a best bike for
you…

Finding the
Sweet Spot
Want to go almost everywhere without
spending a fortune? A small-capacity dual-sport
machine is for you!
N BY PHILIP JAMES
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Do you think it’s possible to have fun on a bike
that costs under $20,000, with less than 100
horsepower? If you answered “no, and it’s your
shout!”, the bike you seek is available from the local
BMW, KTM or Ducati dealer. Job done, your wallet
hurts and you’ll have lots of fun.
If, on the other hand, you answered ‘yes’, then
many options appear, and much money can be
saved. Saving money is a wonderful thing, but it’s
possible to overshoot it too.

answer to every adventure bike question. How
am I going to get 250Kg stopped on gravel before
that corner? How am I going to pick this thing up
by myself? The second question is often asked
straight after the first.
When buyers first contemplate entering this
segment; a couple of decisions need be made
before arriving at a short list of potential bikes.

What size front wheel?
I wouldn’t fixate on this too much. 17-inch wheel
bikes will handle dirt without issue… as long as you
don’t try and be an enduro star. 21-inch wheels
only become reluctant to turn when moving at
‘you’re under arrest’ speeds. 19-inch wheels; well,
depending on who you talk to, they are either a
good compromise, or hopeless on both dirt or tar.
I’m in the good compromise camp.

Should I go shaft drive?
Avoiding chain maintenance is nice, but there’s a
15kg unsprung weight penalty and a power loss for
the convenience. I’ve got a Scottoiler on my KTM
and it works a treat. It even washes easily.
What about weight?
Modern bikes hide their weight very well, but its
only hidden, waiting to kick your butt if you get it
wrong. If a bike takes your fancy that is 20Kg lighter
than the others, there’s a strong argument in its
favour.

Spoked Wheels vs Alloy wheels
Where’s the sweet spot?
Easy. The point at which acceptable performance
and minimum price intersect. It will depend on you,
and there are many things to consider. Things at
the top of the pre-purchase check list are: what’s
the intended use? Is the ergonomic fit good? And,
does it excite you? If the bike doesn’t address all
of these points well, a case of ‘buyer’s remorse’ is
likely to set-in.
I have to fess up here. I own a KTM 1290 Super
Adventure, and it’s impressive. It’s best described
as bolting your favourite couch - to a Saturn 5
rocket… However, I’ve discovered it’s not the

There’s a view that if you’re serious about offroad, you must have spokes. Spoked wheels resist
impact damage better than alloys, but ridden
without respect for the weight, a 250Kg bike will
still destroy them. Alloy wheels just fail; spoked
wheels buckle a bit, then fail. Alloy wheels run true
and are much lighter. That makes them way better
for sport/touring work. Your decision.
Say you’ve decided to see more of our land of
droughts and flooding rains, you’ve also reached
the slightly depressing conclusion that 20- to
30-grand is outside your budget. What are your
options?
Continued >
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There are some surprisingly capable
bikes below the premium end of the
market. There’s a mid-price group
between $12,000 to $20,000; and there’s
a budget group up to $12,000.

YAMAHA MT-07 TRACER
HONDA CB500X

Cost-effective fun
In the mid-price part of the dual sport
paddock live a group of capable, but
slightly lower pulse rate bikes (relative
to top end stuff). Machines like: Triumph
Tiger 800; BMW F800GS; KTM 1090;
Honda Africa twin and Suzuki V Strom
1000. There’s also others like the Honda
VFR800X; Yamaha MT-09 Tracer and
Kawasaki Versys 1000. With a preference for sealed
roads, they are at the edge of the Dual Sport/
Adventure category. They still qualify but it’s worth
remembering they won’t explode as soon as the
front wheel touches dirt. If you only plan to do
occasional, or short dirt, they have merit. This isn’t
a complete list, but you get the idea.
In the mid-price group, most manufactures have
made design decisions which will limit the bikes
in some way. Some have suspension or engines
that are only just up to the job. Fortunately; none of
them fail in both areas, if you get weak suspension
you get a strong engine. The reverse also applies.
Others have challenging ergonomics. For Example;
I can think of one big seller that has bars most
people find annoyingly wide (probably to mask
a slow steering issue). These days some of the
ergonomics are adjustable and I think this needs to
be the new normal. After all, who’d buy a car with a
fixed driver’s seat? Fortunately, limitations here are
often discovered when you do the ‘showroom sit’.
Getting the best bike for you, is all about
considering the compromises you are willing to live
with. One of the biggest things to keep in mind is
that suspension and ergonomics can be improved
with aftermarket parts, but an engine which you
think isn’t up to the job is a deal-breaker. You’ll
be able to make it comfortable, but you’ll never be
happy with the performance, so it’s best not to go
there.
Many of these bikes with careful set-up and a
few aftermarket parts can easily keep up with the
premium bikes in the real world. You know, the one
full of potholes and policemen…
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Super cost-effective fun
As we move further down the food chain
KAWASAKI VERSYS 650
to the budget/entry level of the dual sport
world, we again find some quietly capable
machines. As a group, these bikes gain commuting
ability, proportional to their decline in high speed
performance. Most have capacities of less than
good comfort. Many dismiss it as an entry level
700cc and importantly, weigh 30kg less than the
bike, but it’s way better than that. Take one for a
big boys. However, these aren’t for everybody.
test ride and you’ll see what I mean.
Those who carry pillions, weigh more than 95kg
or are just plain horsepower junkies, should note
- this is not the place for you. If you aren’t in that
Yamaha MT-07 Tracer
subset: a more compact size and lower weight
My next budget-buster is Yamaha’s new MTmakes for less stress at speeds below ‘full attack’.
07 Tracer. I rode one around New South Wales
It also translates to better grip and easier recovery
a few month’s back and was impressed with its
from an ‘oops’ moment (particularly on dirt). Less
capability. The MT-07 platform is one of Yamaha’s
cost equals less depreciation, and finally with
best-selling bikes for good reason. Talk to an owner
around 70hp for the stronger unrestricted bikes –
and you’ll hear no complaints, if pushed, they’ll say
performance is better than you’d think. At this point
“perhaps a bit more power.” That’s why Mr Yamaha
I’ll get off the fence and nominate a few I like.
makes a MT-09 Tracer. Although the learnerapproved variant has a tendency to run out of puff,
the biggest strength is still the torque-biased CP2
Honda CB500X
engine. It’s a sweet 270-degree parallel-twin unit
First we have Honda’s CB500X. This bike is cheap;
which sounds and feels like a V-twin, with enough
some BMW or KTM owners will spend more on
power to manage up to highway work without
accessories than the entire cost of this bike. It’s
complaint; the fuelling is also spot on.
also light and has surprisingly good suspension for
its price. This makes it a bike that is up for lots of
The steering is good and the suspension is at least
dirt road work. Long runs at high speed are within
up to par. How do I arrive at that conclusion? Well
its capability, but it’s working reasonably hard if you ride a bike, and all you can think about is
even harder with luggage on board, and a truck
suspension shortcomings - there’s a problem. This
to pass. Luckily there are many aftermarket parts
is not the case with the Yamaha until you really
available to further improve its capability. This will
ask it to do things at the edge of its solid capability
tend to defeat the cheap price argument however.
envelope. The ‘go fast’ set, (on their plastic covered
As its priced under $10k, if it does fall over, the
missiles), may sustain ego deflation - when stalked
tears won’t persist for as long. As an overall
by a skilled a MT-07 Tracer rider who knows how
package it has sharp steering, nimble handling and
to keep it on the boil. The Tracer rider just crosses

their fingers that the straight sections aren’t too
long. Having said that, with a 17-inch front wheel,
Yamaha still compromises some off-road capability
for genuinely good road handling. But that’s okay.
But wait there’s more, a major ‘upgrade’ of sorts
is on its way with the 2018 T7 model. The T7 will
use the same CP2 engine, 21/18-inch wheels, long
travel KYB suspension and a major style revamp
is on the cards too. It looks like a Dakar Racer, its
arrival is eagerly awaited.

Kawasaki Versys
Finally, priced in the same ballpark as the MT-07
Tracer is the Kawasaki Versys 650. If you want
lots of cornering capability, this is the bike. It has
near sportbike cornering clearance, yet still allows
a relatively open knee angle for long distance
comfort. As with bikes like the Suzuki V-Strom 650,
get the full-powered version if you’re eligible; that
extra truck-passing power will be appreciated over
the LAMS versions on the open road. The ergo
and aerodynamic packages are top-shelf good.
Taller riders will find little or no screen buffeting at
high speed. The suspension (particularly the forks)
are the best you’ll find at this price point. It is a bit
over sprung at the rear for lighter riders - but that’s
pretty typical, as factories have to select a spring
rate stiff enough to carry pillions.
Continued >
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YAMAHA TRACER

KAWASAKI VERSYS

KTM 1290 ADVENTURE

Yamaha has
completely kitted out
a MT-07 Tracer for
those serious about
adventure.

Big-bore
adventure riding
is a separate
beast…

The engine is like a turbo diesel. Kawasaki have
chosen conservative cam timing and a low
compression ratio. This design choice gives you
high efficiency at low- to mid-revs and allows
burning of E10 Fuel. There’s also smooth running
at very low RPM. It works well as a touring engine,
but there is one subjective issue that may bother
some riders. Just as many people will struggle with
the styling, and the Kawasaki has an exhaust note
that’s not very... “soul stirring”; nor will it wake the
dead, just annoy them… Learn to love the standard
pipe is the best policy. At least its super quiet (see
how easy it is!). Ditto the Honda. Riding any of
these bikes with a high-vis’ vest, almost guarantees
you become invisible to law enforcement by the
way. (I’m not saying whether I own a high-vis’ vest
or not).
All three of these bikes can cover big distances,
and have enough capability to make riding the
black ribbon a hoot. I’d argue that smaller capacity
bikes are more rewarding to ride most of the time.
They help develop good technique. It’s all about
momentum and corner speed on one of these.

Which One?
This article is not meant to be a comparison, so I’ll
offer this brief summary. All three make excellent
sports tourers. The Honda CB500X is the most
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balanced for on- and off-road, it’s cost-effective
and has a good chassis, suspension and engine.
The MT-07 Tracer and the Kawasaki Versys 650
both have great engines and good suspension – the
Versys’ front forks are particularly good. So good
that’s the one I bought.
I’ve only done one major modification to it. I fitted
a Wilbers rear shock set-up properly for my weight.
This lifted the motorcycle to another level. It’s a real
giant killer in the corners. If you are going to make
one mod to any of these, go for a quality shock.
Nothing else will improve the bike as much for the
money. Why shocks make such a huge difference
is very interesting - but that’s a whole other story.
How good is the Kawasaki? Well deciding between
it and my 1290 Adventure for a big ride isn’t an
easy choice - and that’s impressive, for a bike less
than half the price.

Flaws?
For dirt road use, these bikes (and nearly every
other ABS bike for that matter) all have one
significant flaw. The ABS is non-switchable. Most
ABS bikes essentially don’t have brakes on loose
gravel roads, the ABS just continually releases the
brakes. As a result, stopping distances are at B
Double Truck lengths – not good.

ABS bikes would all be much safer if you
had the option of switching off the rear
wheel’s ABS on dirt roads. Should be
simple to engineer. BMW is providing
the option with its new learner G 310
GS which is great to see. Marketing
departments would love it too, they’d
call it something like Dirt mode, Enduro
mode, Expert mode, etc. (I like ‘ABS On/
Off’ myself).

Triumph’s mid-capacity Tiger 800
is available in a plethora of options
depending on where you plan on taking
it.

Which One?
Back to the original question. Which is
the best bike for you? Easy. Any one of
them. Mostly it’ll be the one you’ll enjoy
the most at your price point. However,
if you are willing to look past the premium
bikes, I think budget adventure touring is a
real option. In some ways it’s possibly the
best way to go. High end adventure bikes
are brilliant, and if you go make that choice,
you won’t be disappointed.

Watch this space…

2017 and beyond looks good with Royal Enfield
coming to the party and CFMoto has also
released its 650MT. Not to mention Suzuki
beefing up the V-Strom 650s and Yamaha’s T7
concept coming to life next year.

Buying cheaper, doesn’t necessarily mean
you can’t cut it with the big boys. They may
pass you on the straight sections, but you
might pass them in the corners. Either way
they’ll need your help trying to pick it up! n
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1 Shine ‘er up!

It’s beginning to look a
lot like Christmas…
I love the Christmas holiday period, it’s a
time we all get to spend with our friends
and family. With most people getting some
time off work there’s lots of opportunities
to go riding.

Moto Shine is a special gloss
spray for a perfect finish after
cleaning.
The product leaves a lasting
shine on paint, plastic, chrome
etc, while creating a protective
antistatic film to repel dust and
bead water.

1

2 Quick Cleaner
Motorex’s Quick Cleaner
is for lightly soiled & dusty
motorcycles.
It cleans plastics, visors,
windscreens, paint and metal
surfaces without water.
The Quick Cleaner is fast acting
and simple to use and the spray
head is 360 degrees to reach all
the tough nooks and crannies.

Too much is never enough I say! And as we
know, riding can be a good way to get away
from friends and family…
I hope the festive season is kind to everyone
and the weather is favourable. Hopefully we
can all spend as much time on the bike as we’re
planning.
To think that some young, impressionable
children will wake up Christmas morning (if they
even slept) and find Santa brought them their first
motorcycle. This is where it all begins: a lifetime
of being a motorcyclist.

3 Air filter oil

It’s pretty special, you can imagine it. The day will be spent riding around the
backyard or the family farm… The disdain of having to give the brother or sister a
go… The waterworks when it’s time to come inside for lunch/dinner…
For many others it may be some new riding gear, hard parts or maybe a rider training
gift voucher… It’s all just as valuable.
The following pages features some great Christmas gift ideas. Study them closely.
And don’t forget, it’s never too early to start dropping hints!
– Ryan Grubb

2

The Racing Bio Liquid Power
was developed closely with
Twin Air, it’s highly absorbent,
biodegradable and suitable for
reusable foam air filters.
It provides excellent adhesion
that prevents ingress of sand,
dust and water, while guarantees
optimum air flow and makes
cleaning simple.

Price varies
Get them from better bike shops
More info: motorexoil.com.au
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1 YRC Pro Gear Bag

Performance Exhaust fully developed by Akrapović For
6
6 YRC Child’s Flat Peak Cap
7
your YZF/WRF.
Brushed heavy cotton flex fit cap with flat peak,
Leader in high performance
embroidered logos. Part Number: YRC-17CAP- FPlightweight titanium exhaust
KD
RRP: $15.00
systems and proud partner of
Yamaha.
7 Yamaha Racing Enduro
Available From Authorised Yamaha Dealers Jacket
Now!

1

Helmet + Boots + Gear Compartment, Additional
Pocket, Wheels for easy transportation
Size: 87 x 45 x 41cm
Part Number: YRC-17GBG-PR-BL
RRP: $189.00

330D Polyester, ventilated lining, adjustable collar
and cuffs, lots of pockets, vents and provisions for
water bladder.
Part Number: A17-GJ101-F0
RRP: $285.00

8
2

2 Yamaha Racing Pit Shirt

8 Yamaha Racing Child’s

Hidden snap-buttons down front of shirt, Mesh
material in the under-arm areas and down sides of
shirt, allow for improved airflow, Yamaha Racing
logo embroidered on the back of shirt, Both BluCru and Yamalube logos embroidered on sleeves.
Part Number: YRC-17PIT-BL
RRP: $69.00

9

Soft Shell Vest with embroidered logos and
zippered pocket on chest. Part Number: YTF17VST-BK
RRP: $89.95

Soft Shell jacket with Polyester knit bonded
with Micro Fleece lining, embroidered logos and
zippered pockets.
Part Number: YRC-17JKT-BL
RRP: $149.01

10 Yamaha Racing Child’s

Bike-Blue
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Ultra-light indelible sublimated fabric with synthetic
palm and Velcro wrist closure. Part Number: A17GG404-G1
RRP: $35.01

3

Wooden balance bike featuring Yamaha Racing
and GYTR logo, Yamaha Speed block graphics and
Yamalube logo, Slick 10-inch pneumatic tyres with
inner tube, All plastic and metal parts safety tested
as non-toxic, Comes with wooden display stand.
Part Number: N17-JP603-E0
RRP: $225.00

Wooden Balance Bike featuring parallel lines,
conical speedblock graphics, Slick 10-inch
pneumatic tyres with inner tube, Steering lock
restricts turn to 30 degrees so bike will never jack
knife, Painted with non-toxic childsafe paint.
Part Number: N17-AP603-B7
RRP: $225.00

MX Gloves

10

4 Children’s Balance

Bike-Red

100% Polyester, indelible Sublimated graphics and
logos.
Part Number: A17-GT412-G1
RRP: $49.01

9 Yamaha Soft Shell Vest

3 YRC Softshell Jacket

5 Children’s Balance

MX Jersey

11 Yamaha Racing Child’s

MX Pants

11
4
5

DA Yam.Akra offroad v4.indd 1

Polyester and Cordura fabrics with Kevlar inner
knee and ventilated lining. Part Number: A17GP472-G1
RRP: $139.00

Available from your local Authorised
Yamaha Dealer or from Y-shop

Available from your local
Authorised Yamaha Dealer
or from Y-shop

23/06/2017 11:41:57 AM
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4 YCF 50A Monster

1

Limited Edition

1 YCF 50A

4

• Motorcycling Australia auto class
approved.
• Easy electric start 4 stroke 50cc.
• Fully Automatic transmission.
• USD forks with CNC machined triple
clamps.
• Restrictable throttle for beginners.
• Very light and easy for kids to handle
at a class leading 42kg.
• Available in 4 colour options: White/
Red,
White/Blue, Orange or Pink.
RRP $1,599 Ride Away

2 Training Wheels
Optional training wheel available. Kids
as young as 2 can ride using these
and they are very stable due to being
centrally mounted.
RRP $169

2

Limited edition 50A coming for
Xmas.
YCF special parts fitted, Monster
Graphic kit, Special colour front
forks, Green triple clamps, Green
Grips, Black muffler, Black frame,
Black plastics kit.
RRP $1,699 Ride Away

5 YCF 50E Electric
•
•
•
•

RIDE NOW &
PAY LATER!
500 DAYS INTEREST FREE*

ON ALL MODELS UP UNTIL XMAS

5

High Quality 48V Lithium Battery.
Approx 2 - 2.5 hours run time.
Brushless 1200W Electric Motor.
Adjustable ‘potentiometer’ which
enables the bike to be easily
restricted to walking pace making
very safe for beginners.
• Lightweight 36kg.
• Optional training wheels available
• Keep the neighbours happy with
no noise making the ease of
backyard riding a reality!
RRP $2,199 Ride Away

Interest free* on all models up until Xmas.

*Credit approved applicants only;
fees, terms and conditions apply. not
to be used in conjunction with any
other offer.

3 YCF 50A Factory Edition
Factory edition available in 6 colours.
Colour Options: Pink, Green (Monster),
White/Blue, White/Red, Orange, Yellow.
YCF special parts fitted out of the
crate: CNC annodized Hubs, Triple
Clamps, Foldable levers, Fuel Cap,
Rear Sprocket, Handlebars, valve caps.
Additional items include: Gripper seat,
coloured grips with grip donuts, special
plastics and sticker kit. Value of the
items fitted is over $900 RRP
RRP $1,999 Ride Away

3
Available via a growing national dealer network of currently
60. View our dealers, the models or apply online for interest
free finance at our website

www.ycf-motorcycles.com.au 

YCF Australia
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1 KTM luggage option

Andy Strapz has set about to create a system that allows bigbore KTM owners to slip along narrow roads without taking
out swathes of scrub, with a set of frames stiff enough to hang
away from the exhaust, perch the bags above the can and the
luggage system is not much wider than the handlebars.
Owners have a choice of a set of Traveller Pannierz for a neat
balanced looking package. Option 2 is mixing one Traveller and
one Expedition Pannier to ensure a few more litres of space.
The Traveller attaches to stop the bags sliding over the seat.
Naturally riders will need to make sure the bags weigh about
the same, a necessary precaution with all throw over style
bags.
Price varies

1

2 Avduro LE

To celebrate the 20th Anniversary of Andy Strapz, a limited
edition of tough, simple canvas saddle bags is now available.
Andy said the impetus for Avduro adventure saddle bags came
from a desire to have a bit of fun, to continue to develop the
product and introduce a little colour to allow the staff to have a
break from the construction of all black pannierz.
Avduro saddle bags are made in Melbourne from an outback
red version of the tried and true 17oz Aussie canvas, they are
packed (pun intended) with new approaches to the existing
features.
The rear side pockets are closed roll top and the front the same
mesh style but use a special shock cord loop to prevent water
bottles falling out under the most severe conditions.
Sides have a polypropylene panel to provide a little stiffness
and shape. A trick external pocket on the front rolls closed with
the main body. Finishing touches include reflective panels on
pockets and a small cargo net on the top closing straps.
Price: $495 plus freight
Available in Outback Red and Black
Get them from/more info: Andy Strapz - andystrapz.com

2

REBEL

3 Rad Guard your Ducati

The radiator and oil cooler of the Ducati SuperSport are a
vulnerable and fragile parts that need to be given some serious
consideration. Why should you spend money protecting these
parts? Getting a hole in your radiator can not only be costly but
getting stuck in the middle of nowhere on your travels is also
not ideal. Rad Guard has developed a radiator and oil cooler
guard that is easy to fit and will eliminate all the pain of being
stuck with a damaged radiator. The guards have been designed
to allow adequate airflow into the core so the bike’s operating
temperature is not compromised, while still protecting from
rocks and other road debris. Rad Guard protectors are easy
to fit with easy to follow fitting instructions. Made out of high
grade 6060 aluminium, available in black or polished alloy
(Silver) and 3 years worldwide warranty. Rad Guard Radiator
guards are cheap insurance and an essential aftermarket
product…. Call or order online and it’s usually overnight
delivery.
RRP $229 On Special $199
Check them out: www.radguard.com.au
Call them on: (02) 6658 0060
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3
Our exclusive new Roomoto MR7+ lining outperforms our
previous linings by more than double, with over 7.46 seconds
of road abrasion or over 75 metres in slide time.
Visit your local store or dragginjeans.net
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1 Axo Pentagon Morpho Frame

Protector

Axo’s Pentagon Morpho offers CE approved MX
protecton. External plastic shells feature shock
absorber foam, while the inner paddings are
covered with breathable and antibacterial textile.
There’s plenty of adjustment in the hip and
shoulder straps, while adjustable and detachable
shoulders protectors use velcro straps. It’s also
neck brace compatible.
Price: $154.95
Available in Black, White/Black. One size
only

1

2 Just 1 J12 Carbon UNIT

the J12 Carbon UNIT weighs in at around
1100 grams, is available in two shell-sizes for a
perfect fit and features full carbon fibre rigidity.
The structure of the helmet uses Just 1’s Neck
Brace Front Fit system.
Iinner lining is removable, washable and is made
from hygienically treated breathable fabrics.
The cheek pads are removable with Just 1’s
emergency Remove system.
There’s lots of air vents with anti-intrusion
aluminium nets, closure is by D-rings.
Price: $649.95
Available in Blue/Pink, Red/White, Red/Lime,
Blue/Yellow, White/Blue, Black
Sizes: XS-XXL

2

3 Oxford’s 45th anniversary

edition Oximiser

A common problem for riders in October is
finding that their battery isn’t in the best shape,
particularly if the bike’s been sitting in the
garage for up to six months.
Oxford has released a special edition of its
ever-popular battery charger to celebrate the
company’s 45th year.
The Oximiser 888 six stage battery management
system checks polarity, assesses and
determines the best charging method, choosing
to either bulk charge (85 per cent) or absorption
charge (100 per cent) your battery, whilst
checking the voltage every hour.
You can also use the Oximiser to apply an
appropriate charge to ensure overall battery
health.
Price $109.95
Get them from: All good motorcycle stores

More info: ficeda.com.au
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STYLE AND
PROTECTION
COMBINED
3

REV’IT!
SPRING-SUMMER 2017

VISIT REVITAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
AND DISCOVER THE COMPLETE COLLECTION

23 WALSH ST, WEST MELBOURNE
PH: 1300-924-412
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4

1 Lombard 2 jeans

Improving upon the original, award winning
Lombard jeans, the Lombard 2 employs the same
12oz Cordura denim and PWR shield at the seat
and knees but with a revised fit and updated
Seesmart armour. The Seesmart knee armour and
optional extra hip armour, is thinner and incredibly
flexible to allow comfort and CE level protection
while remaining almost undetectable. Featuring a
slight tapered fit, triple stitched seams, reflective
tape on the inside of the cuff (so you can turn
up the cuffs for extra visibility at night), comfort
seat and Coolmax lining to wick sweat away in
hot conditions - the Lombard 2 will have you
safe, cool and looking good on or off the bike this
summer.
Price: $299
Sizes: Short - 30-36x32; Standard - 28-36x34

2 Dirt 2 Gloves

The Dirt 2 summer gloves offer great levels of
airflow, impact protection and feel. Great for
road or adventure riders with features like hard
knuckle armour, goatskin palms, air stretch
mesh and connect finger tips so you can use
your phone or GPS without removing the
gloves.
Price: $149 Sizes: S-3XL
Get them from: Rev’It Australia
More info: revitaustralia.com.au
or 1300-924-412

5 Falco Patrol boot

1

5
2

3 Kabuto Aeroblade 3

- Maverick

Super Lightweight & Aerodynamic. Developed
in a wind tunnel, with lightweight composite
construction, and designed for all day
comfort, the Aeroblade III is loaded
with features. Sharing the same SAF
quick-change shield from the FF-5V—with
a PINLOCK anti-fog lens insert (not included) —
makes riding in any weather as close to fogfree as it gets. When the temperature rises a
COOLMAX interior and adjustable ventilation with
side outlet trim will keep you cool and is easily
removed for cleaning. Patented Wake Stabilizer
anti-buffeting technology allows high speed and
long distance riding without the fatigue of fighting
the wind. Comes in a range of colours. Size: XS,
S, M, L, XL, XXL
Get them from: Bike shops everywhere
More info: motonational.com.au
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4 Ixon Helios

The Ixon Helios jacket is highly ventilated
thanks to mesh panels on the front back
and sleeves, making it perfect for summer.
There’s a waterproof, breathable and
windproof liner in case the weather turns
south.
The jacket comes with CE approved armour
in the elbow and shoulders, while the back
pocket is CE armour-ready. There’s plenty
of pockets including a waterproof pocket,
tightening on cuff and bottom and classic
collar.
Also available in Ladies (Helia).
Price: $179.95
Available in Black/white/red, Black/bright
yellow, Black/grey. Sizes: XS - 4XL
Falco’s Patrol boot is CE approved and
made from leather and mycro-synthetic
materials. he lining is vented with Air-Tech
technology, which is structurally developed to
be extremely breathable, anti-bacterial, quick
drying and environment friendly. The sole
is vented with a waterproof membrane that
filters moisture out of the shoe throughout
the ventilation inserts placed at bottom of
sole. Boots are lace closure and there’s a
removable elasticated gear-pad.
Price: $199.95
Available in Black, Dark Brown, Camel.
Sizes: 39-46
Get them from: Better bike shops
More info: ficeda.com.au

6 Tanks for the memories

3
6

SPIDI Tank motorcycle jacket is a mix of
tradition and innovation that combines style
with functionality; the name comes from the
jackets used inside of the Allied tanks. The
full grain Italian leather is combined with
metal zippers and CE protectors on shoulders
and elbows. There’s CE certified Multitech
removable protectors on the shoulders and
Force-Tech removable protectors for the
elbows. Features a felt vest and knitted cuff
and the pants clip to join jacket/trousers.
Jackets available in sizes: 48-58.
Available from: Good bike shops
More info: motonational.com.au
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Available from
www.dragginjeans.net

5

3

1

6

7

6

2

8

4

1 REBEL
It has the protection you’ve come to expect from
Draggin with no compromises on style. Soft and gentle
against your skin. They’re cool and they’re made to
do one thing - keep up with you and your motorbike.
Features: Cutting edge style. Mesh sports comfort liner.
Breathable. Utility pocket. Hip and Knee Armour pockets
included. RRP: $299.00

2 REVZ
Using the very latest Draggin lining with more than 70
metres of slide. Constructed with coated denim that is
high-stretch for comfort, when you want to look smart
on every part of the ride. Features: Silicone coated
denim. High street fashion. Stretchy. Barely visible
stitching. Hip and Knee pockets. RRP: $319.00
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3 RACEY
Feel confident and look sharp on the road with the safest
motorcycle jeans. A sleek shaped jean with a flattering
silhouette - Racey lets you get on and enjoy that ride.
Features: Mid rise, Skinny Leg. Super soft blue wash.
No visible seams/panels. Sports liner makes them
breathable all year round. Stretch denim. Roomoto MR7+
safety lining. Knee Armour included. RRP: $319.00

4 CLASSIC
Time to upgrade. Roomoto safety lining outperforms
previous Draggins by 200% while being 20% lighter.
There’s a reason these are still here 20 years later. The
fit. The style. Timeless. In Classic you just enjoy your
ride. Features: Straight leg, fits riding boots. Heavy 14oz
denim for durability. Traditional cut for rider protection.
Made from stretch denim for comfort. Size range up to
size 24. RRP: $269.00

5 ROO HOODY
The Roo Hoody looks just like a regular Hoody from the high
street, yet it’s protective. Draggin’s own protective lining
throughout shoulders and arms. Features: Cool, breathable
mesh lining. DFFUSE CE armour included: Back, Shoulder &
Elbow. Machine Washable. Zip closure with an easy to use
puller. Adjustable and removable Hood. A thumbhole cuff
in the sleeves so you gloves can sit neatly underneath the
cuff. Toggles are adjustable in the waistband to ensure a
snug fit while riding. A deep internal pocket for your things.
Convenient hand pockets. RRP: $249.00

6 DRIFT
A mid rise relaxed fit with fashion denim detailing. Draggin’s
Roomoto MR7+ lining outperforms with more than 7.46
seconds or 70 metres of slide time. Made to do one thing
keep up with you and your motorbike. Features: Hand
distressed denim. Street fashion. Back pocket embroidery.
Large back pockets. Mid Rise, Straight fit. RRP: $199.00

7 SLIX
More than 7.46 seconds of abrasion resistance or slide
further than an Olympic swimming pool. Super stretch,
silicone coated to look like leather. Live the two wheel
revolution. Features: Leather look. Silicone coated
denim. High street fashion. Stretchy. Barely visible
stitching.
RRP: $299.00

8 TWISTA
Draggin’s proven RooMoto MR7+ protects you over 70
metres. That’s more than 2 tennis courts. The ultimate
skinny fit for men & the skinniest Draggins. They look like
you’re just wearing jeans but you know the difference.
Features: No external stitching. Mesh sports comfort
liner. Breathable. Skinny Leg. Knee armour pockets
included. RRP: $319.00
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HILLS
MOTORCYCLE
WRECKERS

1 Fly 2 Summer Gloves

The classically styled Fly 2 is a fully
perforated summer glove that will let air in,
but keep the asphalt out, thanks to its all
leather construction, TPR fingers knuckle
protectors, and hard shell knuckle and PWR |
shield palm protection. All these features are
wrapped in the best fitting lightweight gloves
you’ve ever worn. Price: $139. Sizes: S-4XL

1

2 Eclipse jacket

The Eclipse combines summer ventilation
and armoured protection in a clean stylish
look. The impact zones are made of abrasion
resistant polyester 600D, while the front,
back, and inner arms are mesh to allow full
airflow to the upper body. Shoulder and
elbow armour come CE-rated as standard
with the option to upgrade to a Seesoft CElevel 2 back protector. Various straps allow
for an adjustable fit, and the double jeans
loops allow the Eclipse to be attached to your
favourite riding jeans for a perfect summer
combination.
Features: Regular tour fit, Adjustable tabs and
flaps, Knox Flexiform CE protection, Prepared
for Seesoft back protector insert, Double
jeans loop.   
Price: $225
Available in Silver, Black and Brown.
Sizes: S-4XL
Get them from: Rev’It Australia
More info: revitaustralia.com.au
or 1300-924-412

WRECKING JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN
BIKES OLD AND NEW MODELS
2

n Unwanted bikes pickup
n Best service

n We buy bikes for cash in any condition

n Blue slip done on premises by appointment.

3 X-Nashville kickin’ it

XPD X-Nashville boots have a pure biker style
combined with safety elements such as ankle
protectors and high resistance leather. The
upper is full-grain cow leather, 1.2 - 1.4 mm
thick, with oiled water resistant treatment.
The lining is full-grain calf leather, breathable,
0.4mm thick. The sole and comfort foot bed
in full-grain calf breathable leather. Vulcanized
rubber sole mapping a classic “trek” design
with Welt leather on the perimeter of the sole.
Features brushed metal zip, pitch 8mm YKK,
wax treated threads and a rear shoehorn
strap. Nashvilles are CE certified and have
outer ankle protection on polyurethane with
crumple reinforcements on toe and heel.
Black in sizes 42 to 47.
Available from: Good bike shops
More info: motonational.com.au
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1/47 Prince William Drive, Seven Hills NSW 2147

Phone : 0296743844 • Mobile : 0428223385
• Fax : 0296743822
• Email : enquiries@hillsmotorcyclewreckers.com.au

3

www.hillsmotorcyclewreckers.com.au
ABN 71 523 226 982 Dealers Licence NO MD 16001
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King of the road

Wiley X offer absolute premium protection
with a lifetime Warranty*. Constructed
with Wiley X’s Selenite shatterproof
polycarbonate lenses with optimum
clarity. The brand chosen by the Armed
Forces for over 30 years. Wiley X have a
large range of eyeware, here are a couple
from the Climate Control Series, perfect
for Christmas. Features:
• Shatterproof Selenite™ Polycarbonate
Lenses
• Meets Australian sunglass standards
AS/NZS 1067
• 100 percent UVA/UVB Protection with
Distortion-Free Clarity
• T-Shell™ Lens Coating Resists
Scratching in Extreme Environments
• Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal
Protects Eyes from Fine Dust, Pollen,
Irritants as well as Peripheral Light
• Prescription lens compatible frame

1

NEW

SPEED
TRIPLE
2

1

BOSS
Polarized Venice Gold Mirror (Amber) Lens
with Matte Black Frame
SKU# CCBOS04 – Retail Price: $254.95
INC GST

2

ENZO
Polarized Emerald Mirror Lens with Matte
Black Frame
SKU# CCENZ07 – Retail Price: $254.95
INC GST

3

3 GRAVITY
Bronze Flash (Crimson Brown) Lens with
Brown Frame
SKU# CCGRA06 – Retail Price: $169.95
INC GST
Cycle Torque readers get 10% Off !
Promo code: TORQUE Offer expires
December 31 2017
www.wileyx.com.au
Phone: 1300 782 990
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FINANCE AVAILABLE I TRADE-INS WELCOME

NORTHSIDEMOTORCYCLES
CYCLETORQUE.COM.AU

335 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, ARTARMON NSW 2064
PHONE: (02) 9439 3549 WWW.CYCLECO.NET.AU
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1 Classic Bike Dreaming

IT’S fourth time lucky for Newcastle author Peter J
Uren with his latest tome, Classic Bike Dreaming, yet
more stories of an old motorcycle mechanic.
It follows in the footsteps of his first three books The
Old Mechanic, Dominator in the Shadows and the
Classic Bike Workshop. For a new author Peter is
certainly making his mark in the publishing world.
His latest story follows the plot already developed in
the first three books and as each book came out you
could see the evolution of Peter’s writing style as he
sought to further develop his characters and focus
more on building them and their inter-relationships.
Be prepared for a bit more of an emotional ride with
his latest work as Peter introduces a new, if far more
complex character, tangled in a few more social
issues.
Price $19.50 plus postage each, or all four for
$69.90

2 Riding the road of bones

2 disc DVD set.

5

Jim Scaysbrook has enjoyed a rich
and varied life in which motorcycles
have always been the common theme.
Itching to follow his father’s footsteps,
he began racing at the age of 16 and has
since competed in virtually every form of
competition, including both motocross
and road racing at international level.
He has competed on the American
professional motocross scene, at the infamous Isle of Man TT, and throughout
Asia. RRP: $39.95

1

6 Weekend Warriors 1 and 2

About five years ago Shaun, Andy and I
(Jake) started to run out of places to ride.
We were sick of riding the same places
time and time again so we decided to
pay a visit to the Melbourne Map Centre
in Chadstone to see if there was a guide
book on the subject.
Much to our surprise there was nothing
to be found. Sure there were heaps of
4WD and Mountain Bike books but, alas,
no trail bike books. The guys in the shop
were also surprised, as they had had a lot
of enquiries from other trail bike riders.
This gave us an idea - why not write our
own book? And that is exactly what we
did! RRP: $44.95

2

The 30,000 km motorbike ride from London to
Magadan, on the edge of Russia, has been described
as one of the most challenging rides in the world. For
four long months a group of adventure riders from
around the world travelled across a quarter of the
Earth’s surface, pushing themselves and their bikes to
the limit. RRP: $39.99

6

3 Italian Custom Motorcycles

Many books have been published about Italian
motorcycles, but none has focused exclusively on the
Italian motorcycle-based chopper, bobber, trike, and
quad custom bike scene – until now. RRP: $39.99

7 Eyes Wide Open
- Isle of Man

4 And On That Bombshell

I was Top Gear’s script editor for 13 years and all 22
series. I basically used to check spelling and think of
stupid gags about The Stig. I also got to hang around
with Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James
May. Then
I realised that I had quite a few stories to tell from
behind the scenes on the show. I remembered whose
daft idea it was to get a dog. I recalled the willfully
stupid way in which we decorated our horrible office.
I had a sudden flashback to the time a Bolivian drug
lord threatened to kill us. I decided I should write
down some of these stories. So I have. I hope you like
them. RRP: $32.99
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5 Along for the ride

3

7

37+ miles of pure adrenalin...
The ultimate test of man and machine...
The world’s most dangerous racetrack...
A father and son realise a dream...
This is the their story. RRP: $24.95

cycletorque
Shop online at
www.cycletorque.com.au
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Avon’s Trailrider
- for road bikes?
Calling a tyre the Trailrider makes life easy - it’s for
trailbikes, right? Well, no.
Avon’s Trailrider tyres are only recommended for
10 per cent off-road use, 90 per cent on-road, so I
can only guess trail bikes are called dual-purpose or
adventure or something other than trail bikes in the UK
these days, where Avon hails from.
Either that or there are so few trails left in the UK that
10/90 is the right split for trail bikes…
Anyway, for Australia, you can fit Avon Trailriders
on anything from a big-bore Adventure machine to
tourers, nakeds, sportsbikes and, of course, trailbikes.
It comes down to usage - if you’ve got an adventure
or trail bike which you ride to work on, go road touring
with your mates on road bikes or bought the wrong
bike and never get the tyres dirty, the Trailriders will
suit you well. They provide good grip in the dry and
wet conditions and should last, too.
But we didn’t do that, we put Trailriders on a fullyfaired road bike.

Readers, we need
your support…

Despite producing a print paper, digital magazine, website and
TV show, the media landscape has changed enormously in the
last few years and the motorcycle industry is no longer buying
enough advertising to support Cycle Torque.
Like the large publishing companies we’ve seen many smaller
advertisers shift to promoting online. We’ve seen the splintering
of advertisers to websites, Facebook, forums and Google.
Our media is consumed by more than ever - 6 million views on
Youtube, more readers than ever of the magazine if you add
the digital to the print… but digital advertising is so cheap we’re
unable to make a profit from it all.
So we’re asking for your help - a small contribution each month
to help fund the running of the business that is Cycle Torque.

A road bike with a set of Avon Trailriders will feel
much, much better on gravel than the same bike with
road tyres - for the video I took the bike down a local
fire trail and was surprised at how easily the little FZ
coped.

Our patrons will drive what we produce, too.
Maybe you’d like to see the print magazine go
back to monthly - our that we should bring the
podcasts back, one victim of not being able
to attract advertisers when we tried that a few
years back. We are working on what exclusive
content and extras we can produce for patrons
might be.

Price: Varies
Get them from: Bike shops everywher
More info: http://www.proaccessories.com.au/products/avon.htm

As a patron of Cycle Torque we will be seeking your feedback on
what aspect of motorcycling you want to see - bike tests, news,
‘how-to’ articles, event coverage, race reports, product features,
interviews, touring stories - we want to know what you’d like to
see.

JULY/AUGUST 2017

Cycle Torque’s
print magazine
is available from
SUPER
H hundreds of bike
LAUNC
shops across
Australia every
second month.
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Download the PDF,
read it online or get
it on your iPhone or
iPad via the App for
an awesome bike
magazine reading
experience.
With over 6 million views
and hundreds of videos,
Cycle Torque is one of the
most popular Australian
motorcycle Youtube sites.

TAP NOW

But that’s in the future. If you like Cycle Torque and would
like to see it continue, I urge you to go to www.patreon.com/
cycletorque and sign-up for a small monthly contribution.
– Nigel Paterson
Founder & owner

The Australian motorcycle media has been hit hard in recent
years. We’ve seen the demise of Rapid Bikes, Free Wheeling,
Australian Cruiser & Trike, TrailZone and TransMoto magazines.
Even our free-to-air TV broadcaster, 4ME, went broke!
Please support Cycle Torque.
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For the love of motorcycling

That’s right, for 18 years we’ve been punching out the
motorcycle news, reviews and opinion, month-in and month-out.
And now we’re asking for your help, because without it Cycle
Torque might not be around in another 18 weeks, let alone 18
years.

FR
EE

cycletorque

I’d like to thank you for reading this - without our readers
(and video viewers) Cycle Torque wouldn’t have last 18
weeks, let alone 18 years.

Most Australians who decide a dirt road isn’t
something to be feared buy adventure bikes these
days, then ride them piddlingly-slow. It’s because
they’ve ridden a road bike on gravel with too much
air in the tyres and had about as much feel as the first
time they went ice skating.

With so much of Australia connected by gravel and
dirt roads, with lots of bitumen roads having sections
of gravel, with so many good tourist spots only able to
be accessed by an unsealed surface, Avon Trailriders
should be seen on lots and lots of bikes - try a set and
see if you can go the extra (dirty) mile… n

PLUS: FLACK, SMARTY, COTTON & MORE…

The Cycle Torque website, www.cycletorque.com.au
gets tens of thousands of views every month
- you’ll find all our articles, news and lots more there.

Keep up with Cycle Torque via Facebook,
Instagram, Youtube, Twitter and now Patreon.
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TOM TOPARIS INTERVIEW
Second in this
year’s ASBK
Supersport class.

The Wildcard:
Ninja 300 Cup to Moto3
in two years

It started with a crash
Tom grew up in a racing family a few hours south of
Sydney. His father, Richard raced bikes. So do his
brothers.
It wasn’t long before Toparis took up the discipline
himself, racing club motocross from a young age
until he was about 14 years old and it’s where it
begins.
It took a nasty broken leg which Tom said “scared
[him] a bit”, and he began to see the light…
Tom went to the Phillip Island GP in 2015 with one
of his mates, still nursing a broken leg from the
motocross accident. He was watching the races,
Moto3 specifically, when his friend said to him,
“you’ll race one of these,” as mates do…
Not many of them end up being right.

Tom with his father, Richard.

The next year Tom took up road racing on
a Kawasaki Ninja 300 and offered a simple
explanation for his talent which saw him start
winning races by the end of the year.

Tom Toparis is making the
most of a once in a lifetime
shot most racers dream of.

On the Supersport 600 at Sydney Motorsport Park.

N BY RYAN GRUBB

You might have noticed another Australian
accent if you caught the ‘undercard’ of the
Japanese GP a few weeks ago…

young man in his second year of road racing, well
those stories you don’t hear all that often, unless
it’s a friend or family member.

Who was it? If you don’t follow racing in Australia,
you could be forgiven for not knowing…

Soon after organising the interview, the
announcement comes that Tom is getting the
chance to pit himself against some of the world’s
best.

Tom Toparis has come from relative
obscurity to gain a wildcard entry into both
the Japanese and Australian rounds of the GP.
The phone rang with the opportunity to speak with
Tom shortly before his wildcard was announced, I
thought it would make a great story. You’ve heard
the champion’s tale told a thousand times, but a
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When we spoke initially I thought about aiming the
interview toward the past, finding out more about
where Tom has come from, but as it turns out, that
story is quite literally still forming. Speaking about
his future is very exciting.

Photos: Russell Colvin/Facebook

CYCLE TORQUE FEATURE

“I took it up quicker than most,” he said.
Tom spent most weekends of 2016 road racing.
He competed in both the Formula Xtreme Ninja
300 Championship and the ASBK’s Production 300
class, now known as Supersport 300.
Tom finished fifth overall in the Ninja 300 Cup that
and second in the ASBK 300 class.
Impressively, in 2017 Tom moved up to compete
in the ASBK Supersport class, where his learning
curve has continued. He has won Supersport 600
races, won rounds even, ultimately finishing third in
the championship in his first year.
In September, it was announced that Toparis would
receive a Moto3 wildcard for two races in Japan
and Australia.
I asked him, “so you’ve essentially gone from the
Ninja 300 Cup, Aussie Supersport to get a Moto3
wildcard in two years?”

Tom said (modestly, mind you…) “it’s probably
been a bit less than that…”
Wow! Who does that?

Having realistic expectations
Tom spoke about his first year of riding a
supersport machine. It’s been impressive, but he’s
kept himself grounded.
“You can’t expect, in your rookie year to win a
championship. But we won Round 2 (Wakefield
Park) and that fully changed the mentality for me.
We just had so much [bad luck] this year, every
round we went to something went wrong or we
should’ve got maximum points or whatever.
“It was my fault in some cases but in some cases it
also wasn’t my fault and it was out of our control.”
“To finish third is a massive achievement in itself
considering where we’ve come from. We’ve won
a few races and been pretty consistent. After two
years of racing I’ve learnt all the tracks, we should
go there next year with plenty of data. We should
be pretty strong coming into next year.”

How do you juggle learning and being in the
hunt for a Supersport 600 title, whilst gaining
valuable experience on a Moto3 bike?
“Obviously the difference between a Grand Prix
bike and a 600 is massive! I did two days on a
Moto3 bike at Wakefield Park and Eastern Creek,
then I went to [Phillip Island] yesterday and got
back on the 600. It honestly felt like the weirdest
Continued >
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TOM TOPARIS INTERVIEW

The world stage

How does a Moto3 wildcard come about? Who
are you riding for and how long has it been in
the pipeline?
“Leda Nutrition is the main sponsor and Riki
Lanyon, the owner of that company is in charge of
everything. He’s been on it for ages and covered
everything he possibly can to make it as best as he
can in preparation so that it goes as best as it can
for us.”

Tom said Motegi was “without a doubt” the hardest
conditions he’s ever raced in.

Tom riding the Ninja 300 in 2016.
Photo: Russell Colvin/Facebook

Photo: Andrew Northcott (AJRN)/Facebook.

thing (laughs). It just felt like I was riding a HarleyDavidson or something!”
“It takes a bit to adapt and I think that’s important
especially considering I’ve got to go to Japan, to a
track I’ve never been to, on a bike I’ve never ridden.
I’ve been training for that massive change now
and I’m going to make it as easy as possible for
myself.”
“Being six-foot and riding a Moto3 bike I’ve got
to lose as much weight as I possibly can and I’m
getting towards where I should be. Moto3 is a
different ball game and aerodynamics are massive.
I’ve definitely got to work on my aerodynamic
efficiency, especially at Phillip Island, considering
it’s so fast.”

Challenges
It’s quite a unique situation to speak with
someone about their learning curve whilst still
being somewhere in the middle of it. While Tom’s
trajectory has been somewhat fast-tracked
compared to other racers I asked about the
challenges along the way.
Tom began to answer, thought for a second, began
to answer again, then stopped to think again.
“That’s a pretty hard question to be honest
(laughs)!”
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“This year I’ve had to learn how to make a tyre
last. With the 300 production races it was all about
race-craft and trying to position yourself for the last
lap. With 600s you’ve really got to try and make the
tyre last and I think that’s been one of the hardest
things.”
“One PSI can make such a massive difference. This
year, being able to go out on the bike, ride it, and
come in and give feedback… That’s probably been
one of the biggest things I’ve had to learn.
“Feedback that my mechanics can draw from and
make proper decisions about.”
“I’d say I’m learning pretty well and my mechanics
are pretty happy with how I’m giving them feedback
on the bike. I think that’s probably showed in our
results, too.”
“I’m still in Year 11, so I’ve spent plenty of time
away from school which is pretty hard but I love
bikes and my goal is to make a career out of it.”
“There is so much travel involved and this part of
the year I’ve been living out of a suitcase, but it’s
something you have to do and I’m getting used to it
now. My family has also definitely had an impact, I
only got my [provisional] licence this year, last year
they were driving me around everywhere, they’ve
had to take work off and stuff like that.”

“For me, I only really fully figured-out that I was
definitely, 100 per cent going to do it, in midSeptember. I was at Eastern Creek when I found
out.”
“It’s an opportunity to race on an international-level
so I’m going to take the opportunity and try to do
as best as I can with it.
“Hopefully it works out for us. I know we can’t
expect anything big because I’ve got no experience
in that class.”
“Riki has been in charge and he’s done a really
good job with it. He’s found, hopefully, a good bike.
We’ve put together a good team and everyone’s
got experience in Australian Superbikes. Not only
am I going to be learning but they’re also going to
be as well.
“The data-factor in Grand Prix is massive compared
to here. So much time is going to be spent
overlaying laps from me compared to other riders
out there. I’m going to have to pick that up as
quickly as I possibly can, the earlier the better…
“I’m stoked to be able to be given this opportunity
and hopefully I can do everybody that’s helped
me proud. That’s really my goal. And realistically, I
think for a wildcard to finish on the lead-lap, firstly
qualify and then finish on the lead-lap is a great
achievement.

What happened?
As this issue went to press, a pissing-down Motegi
weekend saw Tom struggle, although he managed
to top the time sheets in the warm up. The session
may have been red-flagged due to oil on the circuit
before anyone else managed a lap! It didn’t matter,
Tom was all smiles and took it all in his stride,
receiving worldwide exposure and the interview
provided further quality insight.
Over the course of the weekend, Tom improved
his lap time by over three seconds, a great
improvement, but the tricky conditions would mar
most data he could use to seriously improve or
justify the legitimacy his lap time.
Tom achieved his goal to qualify. He also finished
the race on the lead lap. His fastest lap of the
weekend was a 2’16.4, and the difference between
his fastest and slowest lap (besides Lap 1)
throughout the race was 2.04, so he was pretty
consistent.
You must admit, it’s pretty good for a kid who can
count the number of times he’s been on a Moto3bike with two hands, and with less than two years’
road racing experience under his belt.
Tom will again race as a wildcard in the Moto3
Championship at Phillip Island over the October 2022 weekend.
Japan was the toughest conditions Tom’s had to
face, he’s hoping for a dry weekend. So are we!
Tom wished to thank his sponsors: Riki Lanyon
from Leda Nutrition, Ben Henry from Cube
Performance Centre, Darryl Griffiths from Shotz
Sports Nutrition, Australian Outdoor
Living and Motorcycling Australia. n

“If I can make the bike go almost as fast as it did
in 2014 when it was last raced, then that would be
awesome as well, but the rider that was on it was
super talented. It’ll be hard to fill those boots. We’ll
see what happens…”
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EUROPEAN MOTORCYCLE ADVENTURES

Europe’s
Greatest Rides
We asked European Motorcycle Tours’ Ross Naylor to
tell us of some of his favourite rides in Europe…
Over the years I have operated bike tours
for Australians in mainly Italy, France and
Switzerland.
These countries are absolute motorcycle heaven.
The roads are fantastic, the people are friendly, the
scenery is brilliant and there is a good supply of
high quality motorcycles available.
Added to that mix are relatively cheap hotels
available with garages or plenty of off-street parking
and free wifi to allow you to stay in contact with
those at home without blowing the budget.
I started my tours in Tuscany in 2004 and it is still
one of my favourite riding destinations. The hills
of Tuscany are a great place to ride with unlimited
quiet twisty roads connecting stunning hilltop
villages, dating back hundreds of years. The road
surfaces are generally wonderful even though you
encounter harmless cracks in the surfaces due to
weather extremes.
I especially love south west Tuscany which is
quite sparsely populated, but with lots of friendly
villages with cafés for a quiet coffee and ristorantes
(restaurants) in virtually every village catering for the
local workers who dine out most days in their threehour lunch break.
This food is local, delicious and cheap. Lots of
these villages are off the beaten, well-known tourist
tracks and are always friendly and fascinating. You
will often find you are the only non-locals there.
That is the advantage of riding a motorcycle in Italy
– you can really get away to enjoy the local culture
without all the tourist trappings. The best time to
ride in Tuscany is May/June or September to midOctober.
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The standout tourist places are Florence, Siena,
Greve, Monteriggioni, San Gimignano, Volterra,
Lucca and Pisa, but there are heaps of small
villages you have probably never heard of which are
equally stunning, but with very few tourists. I also
take my guests by ferry to the wonderful Tuscan
island of Elba, which happens to have one of the
best biking roads in Europe, about 70 metres above
the azure Mediterranean. In Tuscany, we always
base ourselves in a small hilltop village, so we don’t
have any traffic issues.
You will see a few deer in the Tuscan hills and once
in Elba I saw the most magnificent mountain goats
(the ones with the large unicorn-like horns back
across their backs) standing right in front of me on
a quiet mountain road.

Dolomites
Another fantastic biking location is the amazing
Dolomites, in north eastern Italy. These mountains
are unique, as these monoliths rise up abruptly
from the beautiful valleys, so much so that much
of the Dolomites is not inhabited, because it is so
difficult to get to the top.
We usually ride to the Dolomites from Mandello
de Lario on Lake Como, and take in the Moto
Guzzi factory before we leave. We go north to St
Moritz and then through a beautiful national park in
Switzerland, before arriving at the famous Stelvio
Pass, just over the Italian border.
Most people do the Stelvio. It is a bit daunting
at first, but as long as you take it quietly, it is an
amazing ride, one you will never forget. There are
heaps of passes in the Dolomites to go over, some

About to tackle the Bormio Pass after coming
over the Stelvio in northern Italy.

famous ones being Passo Rolle, Passo Pordoi and
the Marmolada.
These are absolute musts if you are going to do
the Dolomites, but there are many others. One of
my absolute favourites is the Passo Penne north
of Bolzano. We have often encountered snow on
this pass, but the road is always clear and a good
surface. You can ride for days and days in the
Dolomites and never go on the same road. There
are thousands of twisties, so many you just can’t
believe people would build roads like this!
It is good idea to base yourself in one of the
beautiful skiing villages like Canazei, Moena or
Cavalese and do day rides from there. You don’t
really want to weigh your bike down with luggage
when such fantastic twisty roads are on offer.

A quiet road north of Cavalese in the
Dolomites.

I can guarantee that your cornering prowess will improve
enormously after riding the Dolomites for a week or so – you will
literally negotiate thousands of corners, including more hairpins
than you can ever imagine.

The Alps
Another favourite riding location is the French, Italian and
Swiss Alps. This spans the French border from Nice on the
Mediterranean northwards to Mont Blanc and into southern
Switzerland. Here you can find beautiful roads along amazing
gorges, the highest road pass in Europe near the Italian border,
the awe inspiring Mt Blanc (the highest mountain in Europe) the
amazing Matterhorn and wonderful pristine picture book villages
and valleys of Switzerland.
– Ross Naylor

Approaching Mt Blanc from the Italian side.

Ross Naylor has been operating motorcycle
tours for Australians in Europe since 2004.
He has some tours coming up in June 2018.
See www.europeanmotorcycleadventures.
com or you can contact Ross on
naylor.ross@gmail.com
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Write A Letter!

WIN A GREAT PRIZE

This month Maurice has won a Cycle Torque Tee.
Send your letters (and/or great bike pictures to
The Editor, Cycle Torque, PO Box 687 Warners Bay, NSW 2282
or email letters@cycletorque.com.au

October digital feedback

This issue of Cycle Torque is a ripper.
The articles are professional and to the
point and there are many.
The suspension article is so good I
have saved it so I can read and reread it at will. I’m sure the rebirth will
ensure the longevity of the mag even in
electronic form.
I do prefer the print version. Pick it up
and put it down, take it to the loo or to
a coffee break or to bed to read before
sleep.
Far more versatile but the new format,
absolutely brilliant. Keep up the good
work.
Peter Cuthbertson, Queensland
Hi Peter
Thanks for the feedback! Sometimes it can be
hard to write about things that have been written
about a thousand times before and say something
new. Phil James, who wrote the suspension article
has a unique voice and the ability to explain things
simply.
The other thing you may not have immediately
noticed was the amount of opinion in the issue. I
think including more of it will make us stand out
from everything else and make a more valuable
product for our readers.
If anyone wants to read the article/issue, it is
available through the iOS App store or the Cycle
Torque website.
Cheers, Ryan

SPECIALISING IN
DIRTBIKES, ATV’S
AND POLARIS OFF
ROAD VEHICLES

Operation Motosafe

This is my first time to the GP. All my
experienced mates don’t go anymore
due to harassment. I’m riding from
Sydney (and returning) and want to do it
at least once for the experience.
James Hoskins via website.

PLUS A RANGE OF USED
DIRT BIKES & ATVS

Awesome! That’s a good attitude to
have so I’m sure you’ll have a great
time regardless. Make sure to keep us
posted with your experience…
Ryan

What about O’Dell?

Could I point out an error in your article Angel
Nieto 1947-2017 in the Sep/Oct issue. It says
Alzamera and Herreros are the only two riders to
win a world championship without wining a race.
In 1977, George O’Dell (United Kingdom) won the
Sidecar World Championship without winning a
race. R Biland was second.
Maurice Price, Queensland
Well spotted!
Ryan

–––– AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR ––––

PH: 02 6882 8884

11 VICTORIA STREET, DUBBO, NSW
https://www.facebook.com/dubbocitymotorcycles/
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FRENCH DESIGN
FUN BIKES
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Metropolitan Motorcycle Spares
WATCH
TRAILER

THE LARGEST

MOTORCYCLE WRECKERS

IN AUSTRALIA
Isle of Man
37+ miles of pure adrenalin...
The ultimate test of man and machine...
The world’s most dangerous racetrack...
A father and son realise a dream...
This is their story.

WINNER

2016 ISLE OF MAN CLASSIC TT
1ST SUPERBIKE PRIVATEER

“From your very first lap of the world famous Isle of Man
mountain course your eyes are open as wide as they can
be, and all your brain power is focused on the job at hand.
There is simply no space left for anything else.”

Available Now.
To order call 02 4956 9820
or shop online at
cycletorque.com.au
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ON EBAY. ON WEB. ON SITE
ENORMOUS RANGE OF PARTS AND SPARES
FOR VIRTUALLY ANY MODEL BIKE

www.motorcyclewreckers.com
• Wrecking all Makes & Models
• Grey Imports • Spares & Accessories
• All Service Items
• Australia wide freight
• WE PAY CASH FOR BIKES

10% DISCOUNT PARTS • 5% DISCOUNT ENGINES
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK WITH THIS ADVERT

Phone: (02) 9748 7400
parts@motorcyclewreckers.com
90 Silverwater Rd, Silverwater, NSW 2128
SUZUKI
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MARKET TORQUE

Motorcycle Tours

PROUDLY
SPONSORED BY
IPONE OILS

Biker Hunter Club
Meets the first Wednesday of the month at Edgeworth Bowling Club.
All riders welcome. Call Bobby Dunn, 0407 221 422

Twisted Throttle Escapes
Providing the “sports” rider with the ultimate all inclusive riding “
Escape” / holiday package . South Australia Mt Lofty ranges and
environs.
www.twistedthrottleescapes.com.au

HIMALAYAS are calling
Nepal : Stairway to Heaven : 1st – 12th November
Sri Lanka : Ceylon Circuit : 19th – 30th November
Mobile : +61 401 55 99 46
Web: himalayanheroes.com :: Facebook :: instagram :: YouTube

Ride Days
Roadcraft Plus Motorcycle
Techniques.
· Individual Tuition
· Refresher Courses available
for small groups
· Braking and Cornering schools
(Mac Namara Park Mt
Gambier)
· Phillip island
Coach ‘n’ Ride Rides
For courses and dates email:
garagemc@internode.on.net

Mt Buller Motorcycle Adventures
Nov 4-10 Ultimate High Country (3-day options avail)
Register your interest for the big adventure bike rally now!
Call 0412 587 011 for more info
or check out www.bullerbikeadventures.com.au

Phillip Island Ride Days
phillipislandridedays.com.au

Champions Ride Days

Ride with KLAUS

Ph: 0427 771 451
championsridedays.com.au

Nov 17-19 HIGH COUNTRY fr Mt BULLER Alpine PANORAMAS
Nov 24-27 DAM DARTMOUTH fr Mt BULLER to Mt BOGONG
Ring your experienced guide, KLAUS. 0407 424 831
klausatbt@optusnet.com.au

Sydney Motorsport Park
Ride Days
Ph: 1300 793 423.
smsprd.com.au

Vietnam Motorbike Tours
See the real Vietnam on safe, fully escorted tours.
Bookings through Main Street Travel. (03) 5975 6333
Check out www.vietnammotorbiketours.com
for more information.
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MARKET TORQUE
Ian Wightman’s

Going Somewhere?

PRO-MOTO SUSPENSION

Visit Andy Strapz first.

COMPREHENSIVE SUSPENSION SETUP FOR
MOTOCROSS, SUPERCROSS, ENDURO & ROAD

.com.au

RACE TECH PARTS & SERVICE
•
•
•
•
andystrapz.com

SPRINGS
GOLD VALVES
EMULATORS
BIKE & TRACK

®

• REVALVES
• SERVICES
• MOTOREX OIL
SETUP

• Backpacks
• Tankpacks
• Hydration
• Drybags

GUARANTEED
IMPROVEMENTS
FOR ALL
MOTORCYCLES

promoto@activ8.net.au

Ph: 0409 959 737

PH: (02) 6577 6177 OR 0408 721 210

Historical Rylstone, gateway to the Bylong Valley.
Traditional pub style rooms.
Great Beer garden out the back!
Lock up sheds available upon request.
BISTRO, POOL TABLE, JUKEBOX, WOOD FIRES, TAB, FOX SPORTS.

SUZUKI DRZ SPARES

SPECIALISING IN GENUINE USED PARTS
"E" MODELS ONLY SHIPPING THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA

60 Louee Street Rylstone 2849 NSW • 02 6379 1118
www.rylstonehotel.com.au

www.facebook.com/groups/suzukispares
0421 735 813
abmotorcyclespares@gmail.com

Superior Clarity | Superior Comfort | No hollow tubing!
The choice of professionals, designed by motorcyclists for motorcyclists.
Class 5 34dB Reduction Aust/NZ Standards - Ultra Soft Medical Grade Silicone
NoiseGuard
Moto™ $399

Motorcycle headset with pro musicians audio in
premium custom moulds & strain relief wiring.
Compatible with SENA Bluetooth.

NoiseGuard™
Mobile $285

Genuine iPhone™ / Samsung™ head phones
modified with pro musicians audio in premium
custom moulds.

NoiseGuard™
$195

Premium custom moulded hearing protection
available in slim fit options for tight helmets, all
colours & standard with Moto or Mobile options.

Call Hearlink on 03 9326 2231 | www.noiseguard.com.au
NoiseGuard Moto™ worn by:
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TO SEE OUR AWESOME DEALS VISIT

www.victormotorcycles.com.au
SA’s longest running Multi award winning Kawasaki Dealer. Est 1987.
Trained technicians, extensive range of apparel and accessories.

All headsets available in single or dual pro audio
options. All NoiseGuard™ custom moulds come
with 3 year mould integrity warranty.

Authorized Reseller:

Professional motorcycle repairs for
most brands and registration checks

9894 8225

PH/FAX:
www.castlehillmotorcycles.com.au
12-7 Carrington Road, Castle Hill NSW 2154

ASK FOR ANTHONY

Custom Moulded Pro Audio

• Tailpacks
• Waistpacks
• Helmet Bags
• Accessories

LOVE IT LIKE IT!
For the love of

motorcycling
Like us on Facebook and
share with friends for
breaking news and exclusives.
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OWNED & OPERATED BY
MOTORCYCLE FANATICS!

LATEST MODELS HERE NOW
FOR THE BEST DEAL,
CALL TODAY, 02 6352 2688
219 MAIN ST LITHGOW NSW

The Victorian High Country

bullerbikeadventures.com.au
0412 587 011

Nigel Morrell’s
MOTORCYCLE SERVICES
Motorcycle Crash Repairs & Restoration Since 1988

ABN:81616249576

We are now offering a specialized
Motorcycle Transport and Recovery Service
Emergency & Short Notice pick-up of your bike from any location to
any location. Call 0438857947 for a quote or to arrange a booking

Follow us

All inclusive tours

Adelaide’s only specialist motorcycle crash repairer, where unlike the
dealers and mechanical shops we do more than just swap parts.
We carry out a LASER FRAME & WHEEL ALIGNMENT CHECK on most of
the bikes we repair
We pride ourselves in actually doing the repairs and almost all of the work
is carried out ‘In House’
•
•
•
•
•
•

All our work is guaranteed

Preferred Motorcycle Repairer for Shannons, AAMI, APIA, YOUI and Famous Car Insurance.
We also carry out repairs for all other insurance companies.
With two experienced mechanics on board we are able to offer a full range of mechanical
services to all makes and models.
We offer a pre-purchase inspection service where we will check that bike you’re thinking of buying.
Tank metal finishing and Painting, Fairing repairs, Plastic welding and Painting.
We have access to a huge range of reproduction decals, no longer available as genuine
parts, for modern classic bikes.
We’ve been doing this for 30 years and offer quality second to none.

PH. 08 8351 7088

214 RICHMOND ROAD MARLESTON 5033

Ph: 02 4422 9683
www.nowramotorcycles.com.au
132 Princes Hwy, South Nowra, NSW 2541

www.nigelmorrellsmotorcycles.com.au
jamman@adam.com.au

HEL BRAKE PADS - NOW AVAILABLE!
RACE AND STREET PADS NOW AVAILABLE!
HEL Performance have just released their
new line of HEL Performance Brake Pads,
which feature two options – the Street
Pro pads, which are SPD Sport HH+
compound pads recommended for late
model sportsbikes, for road and track
day performance. The Track Pro pads are
designed specifically for the track to meet
& exceed the extreme demands of national
and international circuit racing with high
friction race compound sintered metal pads!

ONE STOP SHOP!
HEL brake pads and brake lines...

HEL-T-PRO

120

$

.95

What’s stopping you?

per set

HEL-S-PRO

90.95

$

per set

 For all Motorcycles and Car Applications
 Don’t put up with a spongy brake lever!
Firm it up and reduce your stopping distance!
 ALL OUR KITS and CUSTOM LINES are
manufactured with a high grade Stainless Steel
Braided Hose, Stainless Steel Banjo’s and Stainless
Steel Bolts with Copper Washers.
 For all Road Riders, Track Riders, Cruiser
Riders and Dirt Riders.

Contact us now!

 Add this simple upgrade to your braking system
and feel the difference in your stopping power.
 All our lines are manufactured in Australia
and comply with the Australian Standard
ADR 42/04 SAA, SAE, BS, JIS, DIN, ISO,
ECE, and FMVSS 106 Approvals and are
labelled accordingly.
 Covered with a Lifetime Warranty.
 From $69.95 per line delivered.

Performance Brake Lines

www.helperformance.com.au
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The only “On The Spot”
custom moulded earplugs for motorcycle
riders that ARE a Class 5 with up to 40.5db
reduction at 4000 Hz.
AS/NZS1270 Standards
approved

4 year warranty

Sena Bluetooth
20S intercom

Authorised distributor for
Sena Bluetooth
Communication, all models
at the best possible prices.

Recreational stereo wires strong coiled
acoustic tubing, protects the speakers & ear
plugs, a breeze to keep clean & long lasting.

From $240
2 year warranty

From $75.00
2 year
warranty

LabFlex Premium silicone custom Earmolds, made in our own lab,
7 day turn around, up to 36.2db reduction at 4000Hz.
(impressions required)
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rbike Champio

Australian Supe

PO Box 1078 Nathan St, Brighton QLD 4017, 120A Hoskins St, Sandgate, QLD 4017 | p. 07 3869 3016 | f. 07 3869 0704 | e. helperformance@bigpond.com

From $150

cycletorque.com.au

g’s Mike Jones

be Racin
As used by Cu

Recreational Stereo Headsets

Professional In-Ear music monitors
Single or Dual drivers ready within
24 hours, don’t wait weeks.
Coiled or straight cable.

From $329

Mobile phone In-Ear monitor’s
plug-in or Bluetooth systems, ready within
24 hours, don’t wait weeks.

Plug in from $289
Bluetooth
in-ear monitors

Bluetooth
from $349

www.earmold.com.au

Visit our
online store today
info@earmold.com.au

(07) 3820 2533
In-Ear
monitors

The Original Earmold
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Cycle Torque is published by Motorcycle Publishing Pty Ltd. ABN 91 085 871 147
Cycle Torque is available from bike shops across Australia.
If you can’t find our latest issue, call 0420 319 335.
Copyright 2012. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form,
including electronic, without written permission of the publisher.
PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR BEFORE SUBMITTING FREELANCE CONTRIBUTIONS.

DIGITAL
EDITIONS

VIDEO
SPECIAL
OFFERS
Sign up for our eNewsletter
to never miss a thing!

PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE… WWW.CYCLETORQUE.COM.AU
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cycletorque
For the Love of
Motorcycling

www.cycletorque.com.au
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